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TATE OF NEW

Reported Pope and Davis
Hurry Up Call
Have Been Elected
Get busy little cupid;

-

Santa Pe. N. M.. Feb. 20. A
private message received here
i late this evening is to the effect
that the nomination of Judge
W. H. Pope as district judge
and of Stephen B. Davis Jr., as
United States district attorney,
has been unanimously confirmed
by the senate in executive session. Morning Journai.

business with your bow,
The man who makes statistics
Declares that you are slow.
Last year I heard that fewer
Results for you are claimed
Than in the years proceeding
You ought to be ashamed.
I'm told that you are guilty
Of loafing on the job;
That where in former cases
You caused a heart to throb
W. C. T. U.
You have discarded methods
The W. C. T. U. met at the
Thut one time were applied
one of Mrs. Swearirurton. 200 And puzzle now concerning
orth Wrencher St., for a de- The cash on either side.
votional meeting. At the close i
of the business meeting, delic- You take a little maiden
Who should of guile be free
ious refreshments were served
And
lead her to consider
consisting of coffee, pickles,
The
money question, see?
cake, fruit salad daintily encased
You
let
man dodge the lady
in lettuce, whipped cream and
And
fend
each friendly glance
cherries.
Till
he
has
made
his fortune
Those present were: Miss Mary
Before
he
a chance.
takes
Knight,
Pres.; Mrs. S. C.
Nutter; Mrs. Calloway; Mrs. You ought to mend your manClaud Downing:
Mrs. Moore;
ners
Mrs. K. C. Childers; Mrs. J. V.
And in the background shove
Rice; Mrs. Turrentine; Mrs. Such things as ready money
J. W. Stewart; Mrc. J. A. Lau- And deal once more in love.
er; Mrs. Hardaker. The visit- You ought to cut out business
ing members were Mrs. T. J.
And play your storied part
Evans and Mrs. E. R, Castle of To old romantic notions
Belen, N. M.
That count on but the heart.
Do

dipped.
Directors' Meeting
Unusual Occurrence
At a meeting of the directors
Coffey ville, Kans. . Eebl 20.
of the American Bank and Trust
Company held this week, a change A heavy snow storm accompanin the officers of this growing ied by thunder and lightning has
bank was made which will be of raged here all the morning, and
interest to the people of Clovis the superstitious especially
among the negao population of
and vacinitj .
The officers are as follows: the city are fearing that a great
L. C. West, President, M. Boyle, disaster is to follow the unusual
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Battling Nelson to
Meet Winters Here

The Outlaw.

$1.00

tori Sumner

Ladies

Give

.en my loop takes a held on a
Leap Year Dance.
ii;tVt
hi
Letters
recei ved
W vear 'd.
The ladies of Fort Sumne gave
Ry fyw ft "t or the neck or the
from Batl
week,
a very pretty leap year dance on
St. Valentine's night, at which
He can .lunge and fight till his
they entertained the bachelors
Eva. meaning W inters, in Clov-!cjms go white,
and
ladies "choice"
is, if a guaranl
ButJ'll throw him as sure as beingbenedicts,
of $1000.00
the
order
of the evening.
could be met. T ie letter is not
you're born.
The
ball
room
was
very tastily
Tho
sufficiently clear in conveying
the taut rope e;ng like a
C

banjo string,
the exact meanin g, inasmuch as
Nelson fails to st ite whether he
Ana the latigoes creak and
will come upon the guarantee of
strain,
got no fear of an out-l- f
a purse for th3t amount to Yet
Stage the bout, or if that amount
steer,
And; I'll tumble on ihe plain.
will have to be advanced as his
share. If the former offer is For aman is a man and
a steer
his terms, 'backers' have full
is a beast,
confidence that the match can be And the man is the boss of
arranged. If not, there seems
the herd
to be but little probability that a And each of the bunch,
from the
sufficiently tempting purse can
biggest, tc least,
be raised to bring Nelson here.
Must come down when bo pays

I'e

;

tne worn.
Salary Test Case Comes
up at Las Vegas. When my legs swing cross
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb.
is the day set by District Judge, David J. Leahy for
hearing arguments in the two
test, cases to determine the matter of wbjjkher or not county officials have the right to receive
as their compensation the fne3
and allowances provided for under the old territorial law, or
whether they must wait until
the state legislature in its wis
dom pawww ft county salary bill.
One suit is an action in mandamus to compel the county
treasurer of San Miguel county
to pay Lorenzo Delgado, county
clerk, one week's salary. The
other is to compel the same official to pav District Attorney C.
W. G. Ward a small fee. It is
planned that when decision is
rendered and regardless of how
the matter isV decided by Judge
xjeahy, to appeal directly to the
supreme court for final action.
d
Attorney General Clancy
an opinion that county officials are entitled to their
fees pending an enactment of a
salary law. On the other hand
District Attorney Ward holds
that the state constitution specifically provides that all fees
shall be covered into the public
treasury and that public officers
are prohibited from converting
them to their own use. If Mr.
Ward's contention is upheld by
the supreme court, county officers must work without pay and
trust to the legislature to reimburse them when it gets around
to it. Morning Journal.
15.-Tom-

orrow

on an

outlaw hawse
And my spurs clinch into his

hide.
He can r'ar and pitch over hill

and ditch,
But wherever he goes I'll ride.
Let him spin and flop iikea crazy
top,
Or flit like a
d
wind-whippe-

smoke,
But he'll know the feel of my
roweled heel
J. hi
ne rf iiaDDV to o
he a

Per Year

Valentine Party.
Little Miss Ruby Suman entertained a number of her friends
last Thursday at her home
on
320

North:Conneliy St.. in honor
or of her 9th birthday
About
30 young folks were present
and
enjoyed the hospitality of
the
pleasant little hostess.
Heart
shaped candies, cookies and ail
such dainties pertaining to Val
entine were served, also nma
and apples.
Miss Ruby received many pretty and useful birthday remembrances.

decorated with flowers, crape
bunting and paper hearts, the
latter being the order of the eve
ning. The ladies wore white
gowns and dainty caps of the
same color, both of which were
plentifully sprinkled with very
tf mpting hearts.
Presbyterian Church.
A prize was offered for the
greatest number of proposals re
Sabbath School at 10
ceived by any one man, but it The attendance .laat
uBuuaui
would seem that the ladies fail- reached the high water mark
anrl
ed to take advantage of their also the offering was very good.
opportunities as none of the et tne good work cro on for
bachelors came forward to claim there are children in this town
the prize.
who are not in Sundav School
Ketreshments were served at There is a competition between
midnight, consisting of coffee some of the classes which
ha
and heart shaped sandwiches, aroused interest.
cakes and ice cream. Though
rreachmg at 11
m. The
the inconvenient consistency of interest is increasing in
these
the coffee was such as to resist services and we hope that a good
the efforts of these designing audience will be at service,
ladies in furtherance of their Sabbath again. Subject next
of dis
propensity for hearts, they avoid- course, Our reasonable
service ' '
ed defeat by ingeniously devis- see Romans 12:1.
ing heart shaped sugar lumps.
Evening Service at 7:30 Th
All of the men, whose pleasure choir will .sing. Sermon
bv the
it was to attend the dance.agreed pastor.
that it was a most enioyable
Prayer Meeting on WednMfW
evening and that the ladies de- night.
served a vote of thanks.
Choir practice Sabbath after

gkku

For a man is a man and a hawse
is a brute,
noon.
And the hawse may be prince
Valentine Party.
To all these services all are
of his clan,
One
o:
the
prettiest
most
and
most
cordially invited and the
But he'll bow to the bit and the
artestic
luncheons
stranger
of
week
the
a special invitation.
steel shod boot
given at the home of Mrs.
was
S. H. Jones, Pastor.
And own that his bess is the
Vice President, John R. Ander- occurrence. Ex.
G. W. Singelton of 108 S. Calman.
son, Vice President, Cashier, N.
houn for the Thursday Bridge
Methodist Church
B. Pond.
One-wa- y
When the devil at rest under- Club. Hearts and valentines enColonists Tickets.
Washington and Gidiings Sts
L. C. West, the new Presineath my vest
twined with streamers of red
Columbus A. Clark, Pastor.
Every Day, March 1 to April
dent of the American, organized 15, 1912,
up and begins to paw,
Gets
crepe paper formed attractive
Santa Fe will sell
the
Phone 75.
the Clovis National Bank in 1907.
And my hot tongue strains at its decorations. The color scheme
y
Sunday School 9:30 A. M.,
d
excursion
bridle-reinlater selling the controlling
of red hearts was carried into Fred G. Belschner, Supt.
tickets to California and Arizona,
institution
in
When I tackle the real outlaw; effect and used almost exclusivespecially for colonists.
Junior League 3 P, M Mrs
to W. A. Foyil. His banking
When I get plumb riled and my ely.
L. E. Tripp, Supt.
any
Good
through
Fe
Santa
on
in eastern New Mexico
sense goes wild,
Epworth League 6:30 P. M
The afternoon was spent in
be centered in the Am- train except the California Lim
now
will
And my temper has fractious playing bridge,
Earl
E. Forbes. President.
Fe
ited
and
Santa
cunning
hand
erican. M. Boyle who has had
growed.
made
Woman's
valentine
cards
with
Missionary Council
Honored in chair cars. Also
arge of the bank for a num-- r
If he'll hump his neck just a -pierced
each Wednesday at 3 P. M., Mrs.
hearts
used
were
for
sleepers
in
honored
tourist
on
will
months
continue as
of
trifiling speck,
D. D. Swearingin, President.
score cards.
active Vice President and direct payment of berth fare, which is
Then its dollars to dimes I'm
Prayer and social meeting each
Covers
were
laid
Mrs.
for
L.
ly in charge of the management about half the standard Pullman
l
throwedM.
Cassidy,
Wednesday
W.
Mrs.
M.Kennedy
evening at 7:30.
of the bank. Jno. R. Anderson charge.
For a man is a man, but he's Mrs. Walter Mansfield and Mrs. service for all the people, led by
stop-over
in
banks
in
The usual colonist
has been interested
partly a beast -Sh innon of Carlsbad.
a layman.
New Mexico for the past five privileges.
He can brag till he makes you
guests
At the morning service, the
The
were
ushered
into
years and will be identified with
D. C. Knowles,
deaf.
beautifully
a
Baraca
quartett will sing and
dining
decorated
the American as Vice President.
Agent.
But the one lone brute, from the room where a delicious luncheon there will be special music also
N. B. Pond, the new Cashier,
West to the East,
was served. Mrs. Mansfield by at the evening service. At the
has had unusual experience in
For Sale.
he can't quite break is her usual aptness and talent won the evening service the pulpit
That
banking matters and recently
For sale or trade Shallow
himself.
the prize, a pretty lemonade will be filled by Rev. W. A.
had entire charge of the Grady
land 160 acres improved,
water
pitcher.
Nicholis, of Albuquerque, who
Bank and Trust Co., in northern 80 acres unimproved ten miles
Billingsly
Claud
Apprentice
is the field worker of the ChildC,
E.
Dennis Sustains
Curry county, the business of
Will must have been born under an
south east of Portales.
Frimary Class of the Presby- ren's Home Society of New MexPainful Injuries
which institution was taken over
for live stock or automo- "unlucky star" as he is always
trade
ico. No collection will be taken
by the American Bank & Trust bile.
C. E. Dennis, of the Union terian church were given a party
Port on time if desired.
patch
on
his
going
a
with
around
at this service other than the
Company.
Mortgage Company had the mis- at the home of the pastor. Mrs.
R. E. Curd, Portales.
jaw
a finger tied up, the reor
usual
incidental offering.
The directors are all well
having his arm brok- Jones, wife of our congenial pasin his fortune to
testing
the
metal
sult
of
public cordially invited to
The
is
tor
theii
teacher.
The
little
busin
increase
with
the
pleased
en, Tuesday night. While cut
finger
using
to
hammar,
his
or
these services.
attend
This office acknowledges the
iness of the bank during the
of town, 16 miles, his automo- ones were entertained, such as
stop
The
latest
machine.
his
past few months and are enthu- receipt of a nicely bound volume
go further, and as will delight youngsters. After
Christian Services.
he has pulled off bile ceased to
that
"stunt"
report
containing
of
a
and
they had frolicked about, they
Game
general
over
conditions
siastic
stepped
machine
out
of
the
he
Corner of Washington and
is what is called the live wire
in eastern New Mexico and es- Fish Warden, Thos. P. Gable
and started to go around it, he were called together and served
Unnelly Sts.
the
vibration
act.
was
which
rel stepped into a hole throwing a
It
luncheon which was
J. Wilburn, Acting minister
pecially Clovis and Curry county. during the years 1910-1shows the active work accom- suit of "Red" trying to make a him to the ground, breaking his daintly gotten up and served by
SUNDAY SERNICES.
Moye,
Clovis,
of
New
Sheriff
plished by this important branch, galvanic battry out of himself. arm above the elbow. Mr. Den- Mrs. Jones. There were 25 in
Bible school
9:45 a. m.
Mexico, was in Amarillo, Sunday in establishing game preserves The first thing he knew he found
H. L. Studevant. Sunt.
five the class and all were present.
to
nis
forced
walk
was
then
himself on the floor wondering
"Watch that Adult Class
after a Japanese who had boen and fish hatcheries.
miles before he secured help.
Grow."
happened.
From
r.w'..
what
Japanit
Another
up
here.
Married.
picked
Communion and preaching at
we can k am he was trying to
ese who alleges that his fellow
NEWSPAPER WANTED:
of AmC. C. Sharpenstine
George W.Singleterry and Miss 11:00 a. m. Subject: "Sha'.Pwe
oou ntryman had stolen a Santa Prominent republicans of Fort shift the light on his machine arillo, Texas, is in the city visit- Ida Bain of Clovis, N. M.. were Quit Praying?"
e check and forged the endorse- - hmner. New Mexico want good when he ouched the wire where ing D. Jk Thomas and his other married at the Baptist parsonage
Young People's Society of
Christian Endeavor
6:30 D.m
he nt and then stolen $60 in live wire newspaper established. the insula tion had worn off and apprentice friends. He says by Rev. S. B. Calloway.
Subject: Home Missionaries"
money, accompanied trie snentt 100 cash subscribers guaranteed. was tne ause of the aforesaid that he may return here in the
The witnesses present were led by President A. W. Greet-hato identify the prisoner. The 1000 inhabitants.
U. S. Land accident.
near future to work.
Misses.Simpson and Mabelle Perprisoner waived extradition and Office town. Will be county seat
Preaching 7:30 p. m.
For Sale. First class Reining kins. The newly wedded couple
accompanied the sheriff back to soon. In best irrigated district
Subject:
Christian Socialism"
conditon typewriter in perfect
will live on their farm near
public
The
cordially invited to
New Mexico. -- Panhandle.
of Pecos Valley.
a girl, Sun
.'0. I8th.
tion. Inquire at this office.
Clovis.
all these meetings.
low-price-

one-wa-

in-ter-

-
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that
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se

THE HOME LIFE OF THE
SETTLER

MONOPLANE

THAT

SUFFERED FOURTEEN YEARS.

FOLDS ITS WINGS
A

Terrible Case of Dropsy and

How

It Wao Cured.

"I was ao
Idaho, says:
sore 1 could hardly move.
aud my
wer e frequent
whole body bloated. I
had chills and hot
flashes and my ankles swelled so I
could scarcely wear
Kidney
my shoes.
bothered
secretions
nle and my nerves
were unstrung. I bs-rnn taking Doan's Kidney Pills nd
The
soon the swelling: diminished.
backache and other troubles quickly
disappeared, and I was completely
cured."
"When Your Back Is Lame, Remember the Name DOAN'S" 60c,all stores.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

young ladr of Wisconsin secured
certificate at the Milwaukee office
of the Canadian Government, and on
presenting this to the ticket agent ot
the railway at the Canadian boundary
Une she secured a ticket at a reduced
rate which carried her to Edmonton,
Alberta, from which point, about forty miles, she had frlendB. This was a
couple of years ago, and the young
lady is now married to one of t no
promising young farmers of the dis-

trict.

In writing of her trip to the Milwaukee representatives of the Canadian Government she says: "I enjoyed

my trip up here very much, and expect to go qut to our homestead in
the Pembina district next spring." To
the housewife the Information that
she has "put up twelve quarts of raspberries" Is important, as they "picked
them themselves," and they might
have picked ten times the quantity '.f
they had required them, for there la
no country where wild fruit grows In
such abundance. The letter goes on
to say, and this is interesting from a
woman's standpoint, "the country Is
very beautiful."
Speaking of the
friends with whom she went up to
live, she says:
"They certainly have
a beautiful farm and house" they
had been there about four years, also
going from Wisconsin "they have
about twenty acres of oats and barley, ftve acres alfalfa, three acres potatoes and I don't know how many of
vegetable. I think they have about
forty acres under cultivation altogether. They are now draining a slough
which they will afterwards plow and
put into fall wheat. They also have
a large herd of cattle, and Mrs. C.
has about 100 chickens. They make
on an average of 30 pounds of butter
every week. I never saw such grand
cream."
Now these people are enjoying lire
In Alberta; they have a splendid climate, excellent prospects, and are
happy that they are part and parcel
in the working out of the upbuilding
of a new country, that will take its
place amongst the progressive countries of the century. Numbers of letters that express satisfaction as extreme as the one quoted appear in
literature sent out by the Canadian
Government and which may be had
on application to any of its agents.

St,

R. Cody. 60S Tenth

Mrs. W.
Lcwlston,
lnrjie and
Headaches

WE8TERN CANADA AFFORDS ALL
THE COMFORTS AND MANY OF
THE LUXURIES.

THE WAY NOWADAYS.

((BLnHHRasV
I
I

it

;

MSLwSmSS

My daughter

Hoax

has

reached

of marriage.
Joax Just seven years old, ehT

Talk No. 7.
Avoid liquid bluing. As a real
Simon Pure farce liquid blue is
about the biggest yet Don't pay good
money for water.
Buy RED CROSS BALL BLUE, the
blue that's all blue. A large package
only 5 cents. Washes more clothes
than any blue on earth. Makes laundress happy. ASK YOUR GROCER.

i

To do

16
IWaUVU

CENT
SEED
SALE
KERNELS OF

Selected

'W

FERTILE SEEDS lor
1700 Uttuc
1000 ( :lry
780 Onion
100 Parsley
1000 Madlah
00 Cabbage
1 00 Tomato
1000
Carrot
1 700 Turnip
1 00 Melon
1T00 brilliant Flower Reeds. M aorta
Anyono of tlirae packages is worth
wo asu lor tha uhule
inepnce
10.000
kernrtH. It ta merely our
way of letting you teat our seed
proving to you bow mighty good
they are.
Send If tent tn itimm in Haw mnA

Send Vuu th. a uri-a- l miluriinr. ..f uuJ.
by return mail. We'll alio mall you tree our
greet Itlt catalog if you ask for It all postpaid.
JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO.
SOS See
llatitk Street
La Ora.se, Wlaw
VI I Will

IN TIWUII.
tall yam bmn amtt
bMl)
Writ
tut ytUif pri Hat
viil nfiMM.
M. SAHEL & SONS
lill'lylil K aw
DMlr8laFur.,,Nid(i.WMl
MflftEV
W
, a

stBaaJllia,evl IBM

FURS

W

rwfip
Tp euro coetlveness the medicine must bo
an than a purgative; It must contain tonic,
Iterative and cathartic properties.

Tutt's Pills
possess theee qualities, and apeedlly restore
to the bowels their natural peristaltic angina,
aa essential to r fnr'r
i

Best for
KCOUGHS S COLDS'

"How Are
You, Today? 99

THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUING.

HAS

LOST

HUMAN

HEADS!

SAYS DON'T WED ORIENTAL
Thsy can never underin the blood.
stand each other and the woman will
be the one who suffers."
The princess was wonderfully attired In a new Parisian frock and ermine toque trimmed with sweeping
aigrettes.
The skirt of the frock, by the way,
was made simply of a wide border of
lace over nothing but chiffon. No petticoats were worn underneath.
"Ail the frocks are made in that
fashion in Paris and London now,
and no petticoats are worn," she
added.

University of Pennsylvania Museum Princess Hassan Points Out Fatal
Has
Smoked
Mistake After Five Years'
Heads.
Trial.
Chlckasha, Okla. Prof. George B.
Gordon, director of the University of
Pennsylvania museum, has just received, through his agents in LoDdon,
three human heads, which, although
preserving the full contour of the
features, are approximately 200 years
old. They are the grotesquely tattooed heads of leaders of the ancient
Maori of New Zealand, who were first
discovered in t770 by the famous explorer, Capt. James Cook.
Professor Gordon explained that
the heads were preserved by a process
of smoking them and were kept tor
that Caucasians
the same reasons
keep pictures of their ancestors. The
beads are not gruesome or revolting,
even to the most sensitive and highly
imaginative person.
The faces are smooth and do not
suggest human flesh any more than
the face of a wax doll. The eyes are
closed and the hair is well preserved.
The entire face Is covered with
fanciful though symmetrical figures,
tattooed during life. The Maori are
the only tribe of the entire Polytheir
nesian race who preserved
beads. The people of Borneo also preserve heads, but do not tattoo their
faces as did the Maori.
According to Dr. Gordon, the preserved heads are very rare, there being only two or three known to be In
existence besides the Robiey collection at Columbia university, which
contains nearly a score. North

New York. "Never marry an Ori
ental It's a fatal mistake," said the
beautiful Princess Hassan, who, before her marriage to a cousin of the
khedlve of Egypt, was Miss Ola
Humphrey of California, an actress.
After five years' absence from her native land, the princess has arrived
from her home tn London and she will
remain a few days at the Knickerbock
er before going to Join her mother in
Oakland, Cal.
The princess spoke feelingly and
somewhat knowingly on he subject of
marriages between members ot the
Oriental and Occidental nations, for
her life as a member ot the kbedlve's
immediate family was one that was
far from romantic and happy.
"To begin with," she said, "an
American girl Is (ar too independently
brought up and too spoiled by her own
countrymen to be dominated In the
manner an Oriental expects his wife
to be. You see, my meeting with the
Prince Hassan was so romantic and
I was so overpowered
by his great
manner and his magnificence that I
married blm Impulsively after two
months' courtship.
"1 have always been Impulsive and
I shall always be so.
My marriage
with Prince Hassan should have taken
some of that quality out of me. hut It
hasn't.
"I know, however, enough to give
advice to other American girls and the
advice Is never to marry people of
Oriental origin or with Oriental strains

MEETS DEATH

IN WIRE FENCE

Unable
Wealthy Pennsylvanlan,
Free Himself, Freezes, While
Friends Search.

(

Bowels

Const. nated?
m

YOU 8HOULD TRY

HOSTETTERS
STOMACH

It is a proven health
maker and preventive of Stomach Ills,
Grippe and Malaria.

When Your Eyes Need Care
Illua-trate- d

icine" but uaed In successful Physicians' Prac
tice Tor umnr years, now aenicatea to tn ruD-li- e
and sold by Druggists at 260 and 60o per Buttle.
Murine Bye Salre In Aaeptle Tubes, 26c and 60c.

Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago

Great Northern Railway

A Celebrated Basso.
"When Herr Growler began to sing
did not you observe how our hostess
glanced apprehensively at the windows?"
"Yes. I dare say she was afraid
would be shatthe window-pane- s
.
tered."

Ohnts Away

Important to Mothers
carefully every

bottle of
CASTOR1A, a safe and sure remedy for
Examine

infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of

in use for over 30 Years
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
IS( ot
Militant.
"The social function at Mrs. Come-up- 's
the other afternoon ended In a
drawn battle."
"What? Not a quarrel?"
"No, Juol a teaflght."

Pretty Big.
"My new hat Is pretty big."
"I thought so, too, but when I got
the bill for it it made your hat look
like the head of a pin."

Roseleaf.

Million Books
Thousands of people In the East Interested In the possibilities of
in the Northwest did not have
an opportunity to visit the Western
Governors' Special train, which recently toured the East, nor bear the
Oovernors lell of the Golden Great
Northern States. In order that everybody, may learn of the splendid chances for making homes in Minnesota,
Horta Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Washing-ton
and Oragoa, the Great Northern Railway is distributing free, a
home-maki-

million

copies of handsomely

ng

Illus-

trated booklets describing these states.
These books describe the aoil, climate and agriculture,, quote letters
from men who have gone West and
became independent.
proThey
fusely Illustrated from actualatephotographs and contain detail maps In
colors. They tell what others have
accomplished and show what you
car. do.
Prom them you cn learn the locations for free homestead land in Montana And Oregon, where cheap lojper.d-of- f
lands can be procured In Minnesota, Wanlilnffton and Oregon, and
what Norti. Dakota offers the general
farmer. You can procure one of
these booklets free. Simply ask for
booklet on the state In which you are
Interested and for Information about
special low fares. Write today to
X. O. IiEBDT,
General Immigration Agent,
Great Kortharn Railway,
X15 G. V. Blag., Bt. Paul. man.

XO JOKIV
.Mi., the
C1I1U. TO
The furuiui
peuitlu aud childreu. 60 ca

Splendid Crops

Escaped.
Gillet So you've Just come from
Henpecked s funeral. How did the old
In
boy look? Natural?
Percy No relieved.

Saskatchewan (West am Canada)
8O0 Buahels from 20 acree
a
ui wneat waa tne

ylkll il

to

tnreslicr
raturn from a Lloyd-- I
minster farm in th
season of 1910. Man
fields In that aawell aa
other district yielded from 25 to S3 bushels of wheat to the
acre. Other grains In

HSjB.BaBw

uglily

coated granules.

Pottsvllle, Pa. Too weak to free
himself from a barbed wire fence that
held lit in captive on a mountain three
ouls Stoffregen. 80
miles from he
ly resident of Potta-years old, a w
death. While his
ville, was froz
about in the wind
body was swi
hundreds of friends searched the val
ley below.
Mr. Stoffregen left home In the afternoon to take a walk. He apparently
climbed the mountain, and was bald
fast when his olotblug caught in a
barbed wire fence. The aged man
wan probably exhausted by the long
climb, and bis leeble shouts were lost
In the rush of the wind.
Friends started the search when he
failed to reach home at dark. State
policemen who had been called In
climbed the mountain and found the

BITTERS

Try Marine Eye Remedy. No Smarting Feela
Fine Acta Quickly. Try It for Red, Weak,
Watery Eyes and Granulated Kyellda.
Book in each Package.
Murine la
compounded by our Oculists not a "Patent Med-

Pax Mundl.
Adam bit Into the apple.
"The first peace dinner," he cried.

o

I

Feel Poorly?
Appetite
Gone?

Her Logic.
It was the week before Christmas.
Emery and his younger sister, Mildred,
were debating very seriously the reality of Santa Claus.
"There isn't any Santa Claus," said
Emery, with finality.
"Why, there must be," insisted his
sister. "How could they make pictures that look just like him?"

Beli-hlng- ,

Jefferson Sis.. Philadelphia. Pa,

out In a short time. We are selling a
wonderfully fine body of land as owners, guaranteeing perfect title, to the
homeseeker consequently no selling
commission increases the price to the
purchaser, who gets the last dollar of
value In the land.
Good crops were raised In this section last season when so many localities made sMort crops. Send to us
for free illustrated booklets, giving
complete informstion. The farmer
who Is now working land that he can
In
sell for high prices can
lands just as productive, Just aa certain, getting a big Increase in acreage
In this wonderful new country. The
renter can here become owner of a
home of his own. It Is a solid opportunity for the rich farmer to become richer and for the farmer with
small resources to become Independown, balance
dent. Terms, one-fiftIn 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 6 years Prices 911
per acre and upward Notes payable
on or before maturity.
Address :
CHAS. A. JONES,
Manager S. M. Swenson & Sons,
Spur, Dickens County, Texas.

the age when a girl begins to think

h

&

We

Most of us have repair shops for
,
our broken promises.

FREE

Prof. Munyon, 63rd

rm.

Any man ought to get three square
meals a day if he is able to work
and able to keep from being worked.

1
1

Will Market Cats

forConntiDation.

depends

Your si
upon you

h

Valor and Discretion.
"What is the difference between
new French monoplane, "Marcey," wblch has just been put through successful tests at
valor and discretion?" remarked Mrs.
Is an example of the latest types of aeroplanes, so constructed that their "limbs" are Jointed
Brown, looking up from the paper In
and movable. The "Marcey" when at rest folds its wings as if it were a huge flying beetle. Our picture shows
reading
leadwliich sht had been
the
the monoplane with its wings open and shut
ing article on the operations in
Tripoli.
flesh other than for food purposes, bill
"Valor," replied Brown, "Is bawilng
to my mind, would be unjustl
this,
a
champion
pugilist
Into the ear of
the
liable cruelty to animals. The Society
assertion that he is a ruffian you
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ant
could knock into fits."
up within a reasonable freight rate mals will certainly investigate such
"And discretion?"
Company
Proposes to Raise radius. Having possession of these an institution if It becomes effective."
"Is doing it over the telephone."
cats, they Intend to go into the busiThe use of common, ordinary domesTabbies for Their Fur.
ness of breeding cats on a large scale. tic catskins in the fur business, al
One of the Perils of Divorce.
Should this scheme become effec- though not common, has been heard
"How do you like your new papa,
tive the first to oppose It will un- of in this city. The fur sometimes
Society's
Animal
Views
Treasurer doubtedly be the Society for the Pre- appears on the
little girl?" asked the neighbor.
market under various
Bergh Frowns on Scheme, but
"Not very well," was the reply. "1
vention of Cruelty to Animals.
trade names, and a select lot of skins
told ma yesterday that I could have
Nothing
Fur Dealer Has
but
Henry Bergh, treasurer of the so- it Is said, can be utilized to such adpicked out a better one myself." DePraise for It.
ciety and a member of the board of vantage as to make a fine appearance.
troit Free Press.
managers, when asked about such a
&
I. Freundllch of I. Freundllch
Corona, L. I. This city Is to have a scheme recently, said that In his opin- Sons, furriers, said that In his opinMany a self made man merely offers cat farm, to be run on the same plan ion the society would be authorized to ion there would be a big market for a
aa a chicken farm or any other kind interfere.
an explanation that doesn't explain.
catskln Industry, so large, In fact,
of farm. ' The scheme originated with
"I don't think the object attained by that enough cats to furnish the deresidents of Corona who foresee a the killing of cats by wholesale," be mand could never be raised.
fortune In selling the skins of the said, "would be Justifiable. Of course
"I would not be surprised at all tr.
cats. Judging by the sentiment pre- It raises a point which would first see such Industries flourish in the fuvailing against cat farms, however, have to be decided.
ture."
I want rery portion the Corona Catskln company, as It Is
"The promoters of the catskln comwho U bilious, constito
be
argue
pany
Nose May Grow On Again.
nave
might
of
called,
will
killing
atom-acIts
catR for
troubles
that
pated or nan any
or liver ailment to own before very long.
N. Y. Michael Bello's nose
no' more unjustifiable than
Albany,
fur
is
their
send for a free package
I was cut off with a razor; eight hours
The company was organised recent- killing birds for their feathers.
of my faw-PaPiila.
I want to prove that ly and It was Bald that application for doubt whether It would be Justl liable later the member was found In a
they positively cure
a charter will be made to the secre- to kill cats under any consideration doorway where the fight occurred, and
Sour Stomach,
Wind, tary of state within a few days. The unless the flesh of the animal is to be Just before sunset surgeons grafted tt
Headache, NervousThey believe that
"
Of course, I realize back In P'
ness, Sleeplessness and promoters are to pay nominal sums used aa food.
... Mill be successful.
at- an Infallible cure for all stray cats that can be gathered that some use might be. made of the the oper-Uthis I am wlllin.fr to frlve millions of free pack-apeI take all the risk. Sold by driiirjrlHta
for 25 cents a vial. For free package address.
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man may have his price, hut it
takes a woman to make him feel like
a bargain counter remnant
A

proportion.

LARGE PROFITS
thus derived
the FREE
M E ST K A Ik LAN DS
- 1 II
f Waatoru Cauuda.
Tblft iceHtttit tbowlug OH Ml
prfocs Ui ttdvanoa. Lnviia value.
Oraln growing
ng, catua ratal i
ing i al pioiltabla.
daof 60 acres am
liumsaisa
ryp bial
to b bad In the
I SO ai re
dlatrlets'
BUt.OO
i Ions at
uararrswllli
lu certain areas. Hehuolaaiul
la avery aeltle-uieuclimate utiuXcelleil,
self tbe rieiiaati wood, water
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rttce how much easlar It is to
ad to worse than from good
to

buldiug material

anil

better?

Bootnlng Syr
terthtna, aoftena tbe guma, re
liou, allay a pain, aura wlud a
Mrs. Wrnalow's

blldren
a mm
bottle.

'Jjtst

Best We.,t." and otiwr Information, write to Sup't of
Ottawa, Canada, ur to
Canadian Oorernoient Aent.
W.

The happiest people in the world
are those who are moat easily flattered.

tn

W.

H lease

Ninth

K. ROGERS
St, Kansas City. Ms.

write to the agent nearest yoa

nnj
MRS. SCOTT
WELL AGAIN!
Good News front Martin Tells of
Timely Recovery.
Details
Regarding the Case.
flsb from the Juice which

the pan.
T 18 eaay enough to be pru
dent
When nothtna iemnt you to stray;
Then without or within no vole of tn
Is lut'lnir your soul away
But It la only a negative virtu
Until It la triad by fire
And the Ufa that U worth the honor of

earth

la the on that resists deelre.
MEAT DISHES FROM

LEFT-OVER-

three-fourth-

sui-roun-

HE sweetest ttvf are those to
duty wed,
and small.
strands of unbroken thread.
Ar close-knWhere love enoblea all.
The world may sound no trumpets, rlnsr
no hells.
The book of life the shining record tella.
M. S. Browning.
it

EASY DES8ERTS.

Custards, when eggs are reasonable,
are one of the easiest and most
wholesome of desserts and an ideal
one for children who have to carry
their lunches to school. They may
be either baked or steamed In cups.
Rice Custard. Take two cups of
good rich milk, add a half cup of cold
cooked rice. Beat the yolks of two
eggs, add six tablespoonfuls of sugar
and a pinch of salt, add this to the
rice mixture and cook like a soft custard. Take from the fire and add the
beaten whites of the eggs and vanilla
to flavor, serve cold In cups, with or
without cream.
Floating Island. Scald a pint of
rich milk, add a half cup of granulated sugar and the beaten yolks of
two eggs, cook until smooth, and when
of vanilla.
cool add a teaspoonful
beaten stiff and
Cook the whites
sweetened with two tablespoonfuls of
powdered Bugar, by dropping In
spoonfuls on to boiling water. Arrange the islands on the custard and
put a cube of Jelly on each.
Prune Pie. This Is an exceptionally
good pie.
Wash one and a half
pounds of prunes and soak over night
in water to cover. Cook In the same
water and remove the stones, cut
prunes In quarters and add a half cup
of sugar, a tablespoonful of lemon
Juice and a few grains of salt. Reduce the Juice to one and a half
tableapoocfuls. Line a pie plate with
crust and dredge with tour, cover
with the prunes, dot with butter, put
on the upper crust and bake In a
Baked or boiled custard
hot oven.
may be made more elaborate by the
addition of cocoanut for flavor or
chocolate, grated,, may be added, if
one cares for that combination.
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Dr. PIERCE'S GOLDEN !HETICXL DISCOVERT
makes the toMcs strong, promotes the How ot
dlpeetlv lulces, restores tbe lost appetite, nukes
assimilation perfect, Invigorates the liver and
parities ana enriches the blood. It Is the treat blood. maker,
r
and restorative nerve tonic. It makes mem
strong In body, active la mind mad cool Im lodgement.

you do with It?" his
less for purposes
of Inlormatlon than tn pursuit of quiet.
"One llilng, anyhow, Sis," he broke
off with unexpected earnestness.
"I'd
establish a system of free laundries
for the poor. New Yorkers are wonderfully clean people, all things considered, but you can't get around much
"What would

sister interrupted,

tlesh-ballt'e-

is
This " Discovery
pure, glyceric extract of American medical roots,
absolutely free from alcohol end all injurious,
g
drugs. AH its
ingredients are printed on ltd wrappers. It ha no relationship with secret
It every ingredient I endorsed by the leader in all tbe schools of
nostrums.
meuicine. Don't accept a secret nostrum a a substitute for this
n
remedy or known composition. Ask voua nbiohbom. They most know of
by
many oure made
it during past 40 years, right i.i your own neighborhood.
World's Dispensary Medioal Association, Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.
habit-formin-

time-prove-

without realizing that more laundry
work and bathing would be an immense benefit In some directions."
"But how would you manage It?
Who would he the beneficiaries? How
could yon discriminate?''
"All that would have to be consld
ered. of course. Now, you work out
the detail Sis, nnd I'll go out and try
to scrape up the ten millions." New
York Press.
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W. L. DOUGLAS
255, '2.50, '3, '3.50.M
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All I there, AH Sizes and
for Men, Women and Boy.
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY

All Styles.

SHOES

Width,

FOR OVER 30 YEARS
THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED SHOES
W.L. Douglas shoes a trial. W. L.
B've
name stamped on a shoe guarantees superior quality and more value
for the money than other makes. His
name and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices
and inferior shoes. Insist upon having
Iavd the genuine W. L. Douglas shoes.
no substitute. 'ZUSSVV
. a Take
ss

'

THE PEEVISH CHILD
NEEDS TREATMENT!
When a child sulks drowsily, or Is
fretful, It is usually due to some slight
disorder of the digestive organs, and a
mild laxative is very often all that is
necessary to restore cheerfulness and
buoyancy of spirits.
In cases whetfe the use of a gentle,
effective laxative stimulant Is indicated, many of the best physicians are
now prescribing Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsir.. This preparation is admittedly the perfect laxative, being mild, yet
positive In its action on the bowels,
and far preferable to violent cathartics and purgative waters. It is very
pleasant to the taste and Is an ideal
remedy to regulate and strengthen the
stomach, liver and bowels. Its easy,
natural action makes It especially desirable In the case of children, a dose
being sure to have the deat
sired result next morning, with no attendant unpleasantness or discomfort.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is sold
by druggists everywhere In 60c and
$1.00 bottles. It you have never tried
this splendid remedy, write to Dr. W.
B. Caldwell, 201 Washington St.,
III., for a sample. He will be)
very glad to send a trial bottle without any expense to you whatever.

-

TO ORDER
jsritt .HOWlfW.lI""Sla

BY MAIL. Shoe Bent Everywhere
All Charge Prepaid.
am-- ,
factory. Tske masaurerrnnu
r not aolrl in ronr town, tend dlm-ti; Rtair avyt,
ann wmin usoMn worn ; plain
roo. u mown Ml
lff.ir.i
;
or cap me
rro in laroenmn
mat, ,iri,r
mrHllum or uirni aoie.
una cttlal.'K free, w It. uui", ijko lao spars St.,
iMWiKIMwvrltf.
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FAR AS HE COULD GO.
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A fresh

It to most

e

hand-mad-

10c

e

cigars.

cigar, so rich In quality that many smokers prefer
Tell the dealer you want Lewis' Single Binder.

Saving Time!
TF you're
A Feed of Hay.
"Once upon a time," C. M Thur-M- .
hut served upon a murder Jury. For
hours and hours the body deliberated eleven agreed upon a verdict, but
the twelfth obdurately refused to
change bis position. Finally a court
officer rapped at the door and inquired
as to the prospects of agreement.
responded the
"None in sight,"
thoroughly disgusted C. M.
"Perhaps I had better bring In
twelve suppers, then," suggested the

viatheKATY
There are several trains at

V

Sak

officer.

a

BaSgd

SBBVSvaSrtSBBBsi

"No," said Thurnauer, glaring viciously at the unpersuadable member,
"bring In ejeven suppers and one feed
of hay."

lw

different hours to suit
Elecyour convenience.

tric lighted Pullmans and
free reclining chair cars
are run on through trains
a through Pullman to Chitn cago on the Katy Limited,
For ami travel information, fans,
btrtkh, tU., itt Kalf Agist, orvrit
Geo. R. Hacker,

The Fool Season.
First Ice Pond You look thin.
Second Ice Pond Yes, they had better not skate on me till have embonpoint.

District Paa.iger Agent,
Oklahoma City.

1

1

Exchange of Slang.
"You ran go as far as you like."
"But I don't want to go so far that
in't 'come back.' "

I

Insulin- - Wizard Oil is miMiimendrd by
iiiaiu physicians. It is used in many iul-liam private hospital. Why not keep
u bottle on limul in your own liouwr

Labor Question.
Lady of House You say you work?
At what?
Iloho At Intervals.

The man who Is compelled to toe
the mark may develop Into a chronic
kicker.
No man ever abuses an enemy as
much as he does bis stomach.

r

The Kind with the Hill
Here, men, is your lucky strike.
Robin Hood it the sporting ammunition that
I
will rhsngc your field of disappointment into a "happy hunting ground "
For i
"ture enough" game getting you can't shoot a powder that's too quick, and I
you can t buy any tnat will shoot so quick and kill
,
ja.l
In
i

a

u

Robtn Hood.

UN)

AMMUNITIO N

C Not
VBy a

Made

N

Trust.,

.
loaded in our own fsctrtriet, with out own smokeless powder
av. .......la.,
11.. .1 (......
'I'k .
I... -- ...Jl...
lion mtuotawiurrri make the smokeless powdeis which they load.
Put Robin Hood Ammunition to the test. You'll see ids
difference in retails sfield high nuuile velocity, per. set pattern
and no "kick,"

t l..

,1

O.

Bujr Robin Hood shot shells and metallic etrtrtdfes from
your regular dealer, or if he dors bos handle tbem writ us.
Il is full of ammunition pointers.
bend In our catalogue.

ROBIN HOOD AMMUNITION COMPANY
6th Street." Swinton, Vt.

AND FISH DISHES.

To steam flsb prepare and clean the
fish, wipe dry in a cheese cloth and
lay in a deep pan in a steamer with
a slice of onion, a bit of bayleaf and a
:few pepper corns and a little salt
a white sauce to serve with the

going to
St Louis or

Chicago,
Kansas City, you'll get
there in better time and
greater comfort if you travel

She My brother is in Manila.
He That's a long way off.
She Yes; he could hardly get any
further away without coming nearer.

y

T IB a good und
aolrjbrii In every
JE
.n:l to

stomach and who does not

insufficiently nourished.

of

-

a weak and impaired

properly digest his food will soon ind that his blood has become
weak and impoverished, and thnt his whole body is improperly and

sotll-rslo-

millions

Ash should be served

one-tim-

noaa deeds, both

The Fountain Head of Life
Is The Stomach

idoubtedly Had Great 3cheme,
ouoh There Was a Slight
Obstacle In the Way.
tie

1

Meat la no costly that never a scrap
should be wanted. The bones can be
used In roup and the gristle and tough
portions likewise.
Breslau of Beef. Mix a pint of
chopped cold cooked beef with the
yolks of three eggs; add a half pint of
stock, two tableapoonfuls of butter
and a half cup of bread crumbs, a cup
of thin cream, a teaspoonful of salt
and one of minced parsley, and pepper
to taste. Put Into buttered ramekins
and set In a pan of water to bake In
the oven. Cover with buttered paper
and bake thirty minutes.
Ham Timbales. Heat two eggs, add
s
of a cup of rich milk
and a quarter of a cup of cream, one
cap of chopped cold cooked ham, a
teaspoonful of salt and a dash of pepper, a fourth of a cup of soft bread
crumbs. Mix al! together and turn
Into buttered tlmbale nolds, set In
a pan of water and cover with buttered paper and bake until firm In the
d
center. Turn out of the molds,
with sauce and put a sprig of
parsley In the top of each tlmbale.
This may be uteamed In a quart mold
If desired.
Creamed Chicken With Curry of
Rice. Melt a fourth of a cup of butter, cook In It a fourth of a cup ot
flour and half a teaspoonful each of
paprika and salt; gradually stir In a
cup of milk and a cup of cream. Cook
until smooth and thick, then add a
pint of minced chicken. Keep hot
over water.
Cook an onion In a tablespoonful of
of
butter, add three tablespoonfuls
curry powder, a half cup of milk and
Cook until
a half cup of water.
smooth. Have ready a half cup of
cooked rice; add this to the curry
mixture, remove the onion, add a tablespoonful of butter and a dash of
pepper and dispose as a border on a
dish with the creamed chicken In the
center.

POOR

gathers in

Martin, Tenn.. Mrs. Oennle Scott,
with of this city, says:
"For years, I was
highly seasoned sauces as the boiling troubled, more or less, with womanly
extracts so much of the flavor of the troubles. Sometimes I would have
fish. It is an extravagant method of shortness in bruath, and smothering
cooking.
spells. I tried several doctors, but
Fish Rabbit. Bone sections of any tbey only gftv m. temporary relief.
fresh fish; dip in seasoned butter and
I tried Cftrdul, the woman'
At )g
place close together In a deep plate. tonic, and fount, .t t,. be the medicine
top
On
spread a mixture of fine suiting my case,
i was quickly recrumbs and grated cheese moistened lieved br It, and now,
fo; the flrsf.
with milk and seasoned. Bake until time In years, I :
very well, and
the cheese mixture Is done and enjoy good health.
browned
praise Cardu! for these good reFish Forcemeat. Chop any raw
1
recommend the medicine to
while fish and mix with each pound sults.
my
two eggs, one cup of thick white good, friends, because I know It Is
safe and reliable.
It helped
sauce, or a cup of thick cream and a
I
can truthfully
cup of bread crumbs, season with salt, me wonderfully, and hpst
say that Cardui Is the
medicine I
pepper, or.lrm and lemon Juice. Tola
may be used to stuff fish o:- to roll have ever taken."
Be sure that Cardui. the woman's
up in turbans, or cook In the form of
croqaettes, or steam In a mold, or tonic, will bring you help, if you will
shape In small bnlls and cook In wa- use it regulnrly, and for a reasonable
ter and use as a garnish for soup. length of time.
You know yon can depend on Car- Small fish are usually rolled In corn-meor flour before frying and are dui, because you have read of so
cooked In hot salt porl. fat In a frying mnny who are enthusiastic lu its
praise. Cardui has stood the test of
pan.
Salt .nackerel should be thoroughly time, the supreme test of merit.
soaked, flesh side down over night or
Cardui Is successful. It has been
longer, then place in the oven with a found to relieve womanly pain and
little water and just before serving build up womanly strength. Try Carpour over a cup of sweet, thick cream ; dui. It will help you.
when hot serve.
V It. Write Sal I -- .ilr" Advisory
Baked Fish. Spread butter over a Dept., Chattnnooorn Medicine Co.,
Tenn., fnr Mperlnl liiNtruc-tloii- a,
baking pau or iay In slices of sail
bunk. "Home Treatpork, sprinkle over It an onion minced ment nnd
for Womeu.' aent In plnln wrapflne, lay on this a thin slice of flsb per, iu request.
or any small whole fish, spilt down
the middle. Add a tablespoonful of TOO EXCITING FCR
CROKER
vinegar and spread the fish thickly
with flour and butter rubbed together,
Chief, Like So Many
Bake until the flsb is tender and serve;
Others. Succumbed to the Fasciwith a sauce made from the gravy In
nation of Stevenson.
the pan.
The ideas of Richard Crokcr do not
run on bookish lines. Regretting this
circumstance and considering that a
taste for literature, once Inculcated,
might be a source of pleasure in his
advanced years, a journalistic friend
Y THE cynic, the sad, and the
who crossed the Atlantic with the onefallen,
Who have no strength for the strife.
time chieftain of Tammany hall not
The world's highway la cumbered tolong ago cornered him in the steamday;
ship's library one evening and obThey make up the item of life.
tained a reluctant permission to read
But the virtue that conquers passion
And the sorrow that hides In a smile.
"Treasure Island" to him.
of
It la these that are worth the homage
Much to his friend's encouragement,
earth.
Mr. Crokcr listened with unfeigned InFor we find them but once in a while.
terest until the lights went out and
apparently enjoyed the narrative of
MEATS FOR THE TABLE.
the exciting events of John Morgan,
Variety is the spice of life and Billy Bones, Black Dog. John Silver
Wherefore, finding
the progressive housekeeper is con- and the others.
stantly varying the diet so that monot- Mr. Croker In the library the next
again proony Is never a bugbear. It Is easier evening, the Journalist
to' go on day after day cooking the duced his volume of Stevenson and
same old dishes, It takes study and drow up a chair. But the
planning to make a variety and keep Tammany chieftain lifted a protesting
within the allowance for the table hand.
"Don't read tha hook to me any
expenses
In many homes with the
same allowance there Is a vast dif- more," he said. "I couldn't get to
ference In the food, because it ia Bleep last nigh:, for thinking about
the last thing planned for and studied. those fellows."
there is
In such establishments
bound to be waste.
DISFIGURED
WITH
CRUSTS
As meat is our most costly food it ia
reasonable to give thought in plan"Some time ago I was taken with
ning the meat dishes or there is need
to
less expense. It is not niggardly to eczema from tbe top of my head my
my waist. It began with scales on
conbuy aa little as Is ordinarily
sumed and one can always "water body. I suffered untold Itching1 and
was
the porridge that all may dine," In burning, and could not Bleep.
case unexpected company arrives. A greatly disfigured with scales and
crusts. My ears looked as If they bad
good way to serve chicken:
been most cut off with a razor, and
up
fowl
the
Stewed Chicken. Cut
my neck was perfectly raw. I suffered
and cover with hot water, alio. It
untold agony and pain. I tried two
to cook slowly until tender, boiling doctors
who said I had eczema In its
meat.
will toughen the tendereststage,
fullest
and that it could not
serving
add
About half an hour before
I then tried other rema teaspoonful of salt and a slice of be cured.
onion, more salt will be needed, but edies to no avail. At last, tried a set
add it to the broth if necessary. of tbe genuine Cutlcura Remedies,
of flour, which cured me of eczema when all
Take two tablespoonfuls
moistened with water, add to the else had failed, therefore I cannot
broth with a half cup of cream, when praise them too highly.
"I suffered with eczema about ten
egg and
hot pour over a
months, but am now entirely cured,
serve poured over the chicken.
Irish Stew. Take one pound of the and I believe Cutlcura Remedies are
neck of mutton and cut Into small the best skin cure there Is." (Signed)
pieces, add three carrots and four Miss Mattle J. Shaffer, R. F. D. 1, Box
onions, cover with boiling water and I, Dancy. Miss., Oct. 27, 1910.
"1 had suffered from eczema about
bring to a boil; stew slowly for 45
minutes then add five potatoes, pepper four years when boils began to break
and salt to taste, and serve very hot out on different parts of my body. It
with the vegetables around the meat started with a fine red rash. My
back was affected flrrt, when It also
spread over my face. The itching was
tried
almost unbearable at times.
different soaps and salves, but nothing
seemed to help me until I began to
He Knew His Business.
woman
was
walking use the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment.
The elderly
along with a young woman, evidently One box of them cured me entirely, i
my sister for
her daughter, and a young man. A recommended them to
newsboy persistently asked the young ber baby who was troubled with tooth
eczema, and tbey completely cured her
man to buy a paper.
Marber-ger- .
"t; wan and buy one. 1 want to baby" (Signed) Mrs. F. L.
1910.
Sept.
6.
Pa..
Drehersvllle.
sell out and git home to my maw!
Although Cutlcura Soap and OintShe's by herself." The boy hung on
until he was dismissed by a negative ment are sold everywhere, a sample
book, will be
nod. Then he approached the elderly of each, with
mailed free on application to "Cutlwoman.
"No, I can't read," said the woman, cura,," Dept. L, Boston.
with a smile. "I'm German."
Thee the young man was approached
Asking a Good Deal of Her.
I shall want you to
again. "You klti read. (Jo ahead and
Mrs. Hack-Babuy one. You kin read it to her."
be dressed by three o'clock, Ellen,
No, my eyes are bad. I can t see te receive any friends who may call.
very wall."
I'll, n Oh, lcr. mum!
Ain't you
But tbe newsboy was determined to kg ui to be tn?
make a sale. "Well, buy one for your
girl," indicating tbe younger woman;
It's easier to secure a patent than It
"ahe's got pretty eyes!" And, need- Is to convert It Into cash.
less to say, he made the sale.
Boiled

lb AL HELP FOR

I

Accommodating.
"Why do you argue with your wife?"
asked tbe bachelor. "Don't you know
the futility of it?" "Of course,"
the married man, "but I have to
allow her a little pleasure once In a
while," Pu ok.
re-pli-

Becauao ot ttiess

uly, grluly.

gray hairs. Use

LA CREOLE"

HAIR ORE8SINO.

PRICS,

Si.OO,

ratal.

hJf

'seIH

The Clovis News
W. J. LUKKtilN,
A. L. CURREN,

&DITOK

Publisher.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

$100

One Year
Six Months

50

of New Mexico,
Office of the State Corporation Commission.

State

CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
1 GEORGE

w.

armijo, Clerk

Of

the State Corporation Commission of the state of New Mexico,
do hereby certify that there was
filed for record in this office at
Ten o'clock A. M. on the Third
day of February, A. I). 1912.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Of

the

MANSFIELD-CLAIBORN-

E

COMPANY.
Number 7069., and
also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with
the original thereof now on file,
and declare it to be a correct

transcript therefrom and of the
whole thereof.

In Testimony Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed
the seal of said Commission, at
the City of Santa Fe, the Capital on this Third day of February, A. D. 1912.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,

Clerk, State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico.

sealI

articles of incorporation
-o-

the

f-

MANSFIELD-CLAIBORN-

E

COMPANY

THE UNDERSIGNED,
for ourselves, our successors and
assigns, have and do hereby associate ourselves together for the
purpose of forming a CORPORATION under the laws of the
STATE of NEW MEXICO, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
and we hereby do certify and
declare as follows;
Article 1- The name of the Corporation
is; THE MANSFIELD-CLAIBORNWE.

-

E

COMP

Articic

4

NY.
2-

-

The location of its principal
office in the state of New Mexico is at the city of Clovis, Curry
county, New Mexico, and the
name of the agent therein and
in charge thereof and upon whom
process against the Corporation
may be served is W. L. MANS-FIILClovis, Curry county,
New Mexico.
Article -- 3The object or objects for which
the Corporation is formed are,-- To
buy and sell real estate, for
the purpose of locating, laying
out. improving townsites, buying
and selling real estate, including
the sale and conveyance of the
same in lots, blocks,
or other wise, and to plat
and put on additions to townsites
already established and to sell
and transfer the same or any
part thereof, with the right to
own and hold real estate for investment, or otherwise, to sell,
assign, transfer, mortgage, convey, rent, or otherwise deal in
or dispose of real estate whether
improved or unimproved.to erect,
build, construct, and alter houses
or other buildings or structures
on real estate belonging to the
corporation, and to hold the same
for investment, or sell, rent, hire
or otherwise turn the same to
account.
To conduct and do a general
Insurance business, and solicit
and write Insurance, both fire,
tornado, wind, hail, life, accident
and sick or insurance of any
other kind or description, and
maintain and establish branch
agencies therefor, and to do all
other things that may be necessary in connection therewith,
not contrary to law.
To d o a general Abrtract of
Title business and make and
sub-divisio-

furnish abstract of title to lands
within the state of New Mexico,
to any person or persons, firm or
corporation;
To locate, acquire by purchase,
exchange, on commission or
otherwise, townsites, and to plat
into lots, blocks, acreage, and
as may be practicable, and to sell, mortgage,
lease, rent, or Improve any such
townsite or any
thereof;
To acquire the good will, rights
and property of all kinds, and to
undertake the whole or any part
of the assets and liabilities of
any person, firm, association or
corporation, and to pay for the
same in cash, stock of this Corporation, bonds or otherwise;
To borrow money, and to make
and to issue notes, bonds, debentures, obligations and other
evidence of indebtedness, of all
kinds, whether secured by mortgage, pjedge or otherwise, without limitation as to the amount,
and to secure the same by mortgage, pledge or otherwise,
To make and perform agreements, and contracts of every
kind and description;
To purchase, hold, sell assign,
transfer, mortgage, pledge, or
otherwise dispose of the shares
of the capital stock, or bonds, securities or evidences of indebtedness, created by any other
corporation or corporations, person or persons, firms, of the state
of New Mexico, or any other
state or territory, districts or
possessions of the United States
or America or elsewhere, as to
all matters herein enumerated,
and while the owner of such
stock, to exercise all the rights,
power and privileges of ownership, including the right to vote
thereon, and to, in the manner
provided by the laws of the state
of New Mexico, guarantee the
payment of the debt and interest
of any bonds,
securities or
evidences of indebtedness of any
corporation, firm or person, and
to secure the same by mortgage
or deed of trust of the property
and franchises of this Corporation,
sub-divisio-

,

sub-divisi-

j

Years of thte initument.
Article -7
The Directors of the Corporation who are to act for the first
three months are four in number,
all of whom are residents of the
state of New Mexico, and their
names Post Office addresses are
as follows:
John W. McCarty, Clovis, Nw
Mexico; Edwin S. Claiborne,
Clovis New Mexico; W. L. Mansfield, Clovis, New Mexico; C. C.
Baker, Clovis, New Mexico.
Article - 8
--

-

That the officers or the said
Corporation for the first three
months of its existence shall be
as follows;
John W. McCarty, of Clovis,
New Mexico, President; W, L.
Mansfield, of Clovis, New Mexico, Vice President; Edwin S.
Claiborne, of Clovis. New Mex-cSecretary and Treasurer.
Article 9
The power to make and alter
fixing the number of
Directors, providing for the
management of the property of
Corporation, the regulation and
government of its affairs, the
transfer of its stock, and other
s
which the Corporation
has power to make under the
laws of the State of New Mexico,
is hereby conferred upon the
Board of Directors, acting by
the affirmative vote of a majority of the whole Board, but any
made by the Board
such
of Directors, under the power
hereby conferred, may be altered or repealed by the Stockholders. And, as author, by the
laws of the state of New Mexico, any action which requires
the consent of two thirds of the
stock, at any meeting, after
notice to them given, or requires
their consetin writing to be filed,
may be taken upon the consent
given and filed by the holders of
two thirds of the stock, in person, or by proxy; Provided that
a majority in interest of the
stockholders represented in person or by proxy, at any such
meeting, shall constitute a quorum.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
We have hereunto set our hands
To do all and everything nec- and seals, this 1st day of Februessary, suitable or proper for the ary, A. D. 1912, at Clovis, New
accomplishment of any or all of Mexico.
(SEAL)
the purposes or attainments of JOHNW. MCCARTY
(SEAL)
any one or more of the objects EDWIN S. CLAIBORNE
(SEAL)
W. L. MANSFIELD
herein enumerated.
(SEAL)
C.
BAKER
C.
It is the intention that the objects specified and contained in Territory of New Mexico )
(3)
this article three
shall,
) SS.
except where otherwise expres)
County of Curry
sed, be in no wise limited, or reI hereby certify that on this
stricted by reference to, or in1st day of February. A. D. 1912,
terference, from the terms of
personally appeared
any other clause of this, or in before me
W. McCarty, Edwin S.
John
any other article in this certifClaiborne, W. L. Mansfield and
icate of incorporation, but that
C. C. Baker, to me personally
the objects specified in each of
known to be the persons in and
the clauses of this Article shail
who executed the foregoing inbe regarded as independent arstrument, and acknowledged to
ticles.
me that they had signed and ex4
Article
ecuted the same as their own
The amount of the total author- free act and deed.
ized Capitol Stock of the CorporIN WITNESS WHEEOF, I
ation is the sum of Ten Thousand have hereunto set my hand and
($10,000. 00) Dollars. The num- affixed my official seal this, the
ber of shares into which the day and date first above written,
same is divided is One Hundred at Clovis. Curry County, New
(100); And, the par value of Mexico.
Myron Boyle,
each Share is One Hundred (seal)
($100.00) Dollars.
And the
Notary Public.
amount of the capital stock with My Commission Expires March
which it shall commence business 22; 1913.
($10,000.00)
is Ten Thousand
ENDORSED, No. 7069.
Dollars.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6 Page 148.
5
Article
The names and post office addresses of the Incorporators, and
the number of shares subscribed
by each is; JOHN W. McCARTY, Clovis,
New Mexico, Thirty- - three Shares ;
EDWIN S. CLAIBORNE, Clovis,
Shares;
New Mexico, Thirty-thre- e
Clovis,
W. L. MANSFIELD,
Thirty-threShares;
e
New Mexico,
C. C. Baker, Clovis, New Mexico, One share.
Article 6
The period of the duration of
the said Corporation it Fifty (60)

duly recorded in book 1, page 81 shall be "first presbytebian
of the records of incorporation ckURCH OF CLOVIS."
of said county.
A. L. Awalt
Its principal office in this state
County Clerk.
shall be located in the City of
By W. C. Zerwer
seal Gov's, in Curry county, New
Deputy.
Mexico; and C. Jackson, whose
postoffice address is Clovis, New
State of New Mexico, Mexico, is hereby named and
designated as agent of the corOffice of the State Corpor poration upon whom process in
proceedings against the corporaation Commission.
tion may be served.
incorporation certificate.
III.
I. george w. armijo, Clerk of
The objects for which this corthe State Corporation Commis- poration is formed are as follows:
sion of the State of New Mexico, To worship God and disseminate
do hereby certify that there was the Christian religion according
filed for rocord in this office at to the teachings and doctrines
Ten o'clock A. M. on the Third of the Presbyterian church of
the United States of America.
day of February, A. D. 1912,

by-law-

articles of incorporation
-o-

the

f-

MANSFIELD-CLAIBORN-

E

COMPANY
(No. 7069).

s,

by-law-

by-la-

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

-- of
the

My

it

o,

WHEREFORE:

The incorpo-

rators named in the said articles
and who have signed the' same,
and their successors and assigns,
are hereby declared to be from
this date until the Third day of
February, Nineteen Hundred and
Sixty-twa Corporation by the
name and for the purpose set
forth in said articles.
In Testimony Whereof. I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Commission, at the City of Santa Fe,
the Capitol, on this Third day of
February, A. D. 191&
Geo. W Armijo.
Clerk, State Corporation Commission of New Mexico.
o,

seal
STATE of NEW MEXICO

)
)

SS.

)
County of Curry.
I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on
on the 5th day of Feb A. D., 1912,
at 11:25 o'clock A. M., and duly
recorded in book 1 page 87 of the
records of IN COKPORARION of
said county.

A. L. Aw ALT

Zerwer

seal

Deputy.

State

of

commission expir s Au

ust 2nd,

1913.
Endorsed No. 7063
Vol. 6, Page 147.

Cor.

ltod

articles of incorporation of

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF CLOVIS
Filed in Office of State
ration Commission, Jan. 31. 1912;
George W. Armij .,
10 A. M.

Compared E. D. C. to J. J, O.
State of New Mexico 88.
County of Curry.
I hereby certify that this instrument was file ! for record on
the 6 day of Feb., A. D. 1912. at
11:45 o'clock A. M. and duly recorded in book 1 page 88 of the
records of Incorporation of said
I

I

This corporation shall have no
authorized capital stock.

Await,
County Clerk.
By W. C. Zerwer
V.
Deputy.
The names and respective
postoffice addresses of the in- State
Of New Mexico.
corporators are as follows: J.
Office
of
the State CorporaFoster Scott Jr., Clovis, New
Mexico; V. L. Griffin, Clovis,
tion Commission.
New Mexico; D. Humphry, CloINCORPORATION CERTIFICATE
vis, New Mexico; C. Jackson,
Clovis, New Mexico; and J. S.
I George W. Armijo, Clerk of
Fitzhugh, Clovis, New Mexico. State Corporation Commission of
VI.
the state New Mexico.do hereby
This corporation shall exist for certify that there was filed rV
a term of fifty years.
record in this office at Ten o'cionP
day of
A.M. on the Thirty-firVII.
January,
A. D. 1912.
The name and respective
e
addresses of those who ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF
shall serve as trustees of the corFIRST PRESBYTERIAN
poration for the first three
CHURCH OF CLOVIS
(No. 7063.)
months of its existence, are as7
follows: V. L. Griffin, Clovis,
WHEREFOR: The incorporaNew Mexico; D. Humphry, Clo- tors named in the said articles
vis, New Mexico; and C. Jack- and who have signed the same,
son, Clovis, New Mexico.
and their successors and assigns,
'
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we are hereby declared to be from
have hereunto set. our hands this date until the Thirty-firs- t
day of January, Nineteen Hunand seals, this the twenty-fift- h
dav of January, in the year of dred and Sixty-twa CorporaOur Lord One Thousand Nine tion by the name and for the
purposes set forth in said articles.
Hundred and Twelve.
In Testimony Whereof, I have
J. Foster Scott Jr.
(Seal)
V. L. Griffin
(Seal) hereunto set my hand and affixed
D. Humphry
(Seal) the seal of said Commission, at
C. Jackson
(Seal) the City of Santa Fe. the CapiJ. S. Fitshugh
day of
(Seal) tal, on this Thirty-firs- t
.Tnnnnrv A Tl 1019
State of New Mexico
George W. Armijo,
County of Curry
Clerk, State Corporation ComOn this 27 day of January, A.
mission of New Mexico.
D. , 1912, before me personally
appeared J. Foster Scott Jr., V. (Seal)
L. Griffin, D. Humphry,
C. State of New Mexico
Jackson and J. S. Fitzhugh, to
C unty of Curry
SS.
me known to be the persons de
hereby
I
certify
that this inscribed in and who executed the
strument
was
filed
for record on
foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they executed the 6th day of Feb. A. D. 1912.
same as their free act and deed at !1:45 o'ciock A. M., and duly
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I recorded in book 1, page 91 of
have hereunto set my hand and the records of Incorporation of
affixed my official seal, the day said county.
and year in this certificate first
A. L. Await
above written.
County Clerk.
Chas. E. De:r.is
By W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.
A. L.

st

post-offic-

o,

I

County Clerk.
By W. C.

Notan Publi

(Seal)

New

Mexico.
CorporaOffice of the State
tion Commission.
certificate of comparison

I, GEORGE W. Armijo, Clerk
of the State Corporation Commission of the State of New
Mexico, do hereby certify that
there was filed for record in this
office at Ten o'clock A. M. on
day of January,
the Thirty-first

A. D. 1912.

articles of incorporation of

I

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF CLOVIS
(No. 7063.)

and also that I have compared
the following copy of the same,
with the original thereof now on
file and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of the
whole thereof.
In Testimony Whereof. I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed
the seal of said Commission, at
the City of Santa Fe. the Capday of
ital on this Thirty-firs- t

January, A. D.

1912.

George W. Armijo,
Clerk, State Corporation Commission of New Mexico.

Hard Times Prices
Shoes made to order, $5 up.
second hand shoes on hand.

Henry Van Vorst

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF CLOVIS.
State of New Mexico
County of Curry
We. the undersigned citizens
of the United States and of Curry County, New Mexico, being
desirous of forming a private
corporation under and by authority of the laws oi the State of
New Mexico, hereby associate
ourselves and have made, signed,
executed and acknowledged the
following articles of incorporation for that purpose:

Boots $12 un. Also a good lot of
All work guaranteed.
Back of Clovis National Bank.

We do not charge for our readiness
to serve, but only for the service
rendered.

BERT CURLESS

(seal)

articles of incorporation of

The Old Cow Bo M
Bootmaker

Phone 254
Painting, Tinting, Papering, Glass etc.

I

MANSFIELD-CLAIBORN-

E,

COMPANY,

Filed in office of State Corporation Commission, Feb. 3. 1912.
10 A. M. Geo. W. Armijo, Clerk.
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O'.
STATE of NEW MEXICO, )
)SS.
)
County of Curry.
I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on
the 5th day of February A. D.
1912, at 11:25 o'clock A. M., and

I.

The name of this corporaon

The Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Company
Funeral Directors and cmbalmers
Fine Ambulance

Day Phone 211

Night Phohe 235

rrt

Notice for Publication

No eoal land.
Department of the Interior,
XJ. 8. land om- - at
Sumner. N. M .. Feb.
mt.
Kotioe I hKrelryTen
th., Sklltman C. Hunter,
of Txlco M M . whnon Anvuat
man's
1.

Five Y,ear Actum! Resiproof, the old rule to permit the
dence Now it Required. claimant to count the first fix

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb., 12
The
recent ruling of the general
y
rTomsei Kn'-- V. 010 'o- - Vir'hwut quar- office in Washing tin regard
land
wr
S,M
T..,nhp S Nrh.
87 Pa., v w p
VUHdKn.hv.8M notle irg i he necessity of five years
of hventi... f, nalt
F,l FIveYaa- Proof, tow- tabllin cl m to the land abore rfcecrihed before actual residence on the home- W. D. MrRee. PmSa'e
flurry County. New s'ead in order to prove up, does
Mexico In hi
e
at fU,)v1. New Mexco. on
away with the six months 'con- 1st
the
day o Apr
ma.
Claimant mr.es M
Bo-structive
residence which has
f.
nam. Dock H MHn. wim:
Edward T Hunter, all of
been accepted where
heretofore
Texleo. N. M James Q Burton, of Farwell. Te- claimant went upon the land
the
Arthur E. C
nirlster
in good faith and established
residence on the land within six
Notice For Publication
months after the date of his entry.
Department o
r United States land
office at Port
New Mexico. Feb.
The rule now is to date the
1112
Noticed herehr lven hat Oarald lie Ward roytHcn'p frnin thf rlnlo nf net mm
oi lorn 1
of Blacktowor. N M.
""
wno. on July 2. 1908. made Homest-a- d Untry. No. bona fide residence, and not from
019, for Worthies
r
(VG), Seetlin 21
the date of entry as heretofore,
Township 8 North, Ranc :il E st. N. M P Mar- and the claimant and witness
Mian, has filed notice of intention to make commutation proof, to establish claim to the land must show actual residence on
above deerrlhed, before A. L. Await. Probate
the land as a home for five years
Clerk. Curry County. In h a
e at Clovla. New
Mexico, on the Srd day of April 1912.
exclusive of absences or a leave
Claimant nameaas Witnesses: Chester ft
of
absence.
John R. Dunlap Walter P. Greenfield, all of
B'acktower, N. M. Prank A. Weathoff of HavenIn the case of commutation
er. N. M.

'.

V

--

-

off'--

I.

.

,

Wa--

d.

qui-te-

offi--

e.

Ar'hur E Curren. Rejrlater.

Notice for Publication

Notice of Contest.

Non-CoLand.
Department of the Interior, 11. R Land Office
at Fort Sumner. N. M. February 10. 1912.
Notice la hereby riven that Edrar O. Whips,
for the heirs of John Whips, deceased, of Melrose, New Mexico who. on January 7. !I07 . made
Homestead Entry. No 02098. forSouth-eas- t
quar
Section 6, Township 4 north. Range
ter (8m,l-33 East. N. M. P. Meridian, has Sled notice of
Proof, to establish
intention to make Five-yea- r
claim to the land above described, before William
D. Mcl'.ee. Probate Judge of Curry County. N. M..
at hla office in Clovis. N. M.. on the 26th day of
March. 1912.
James G. MeaClaimaat names as witnesses:
ner and Ora G. Simmons, both of Melrose. N. M
Reuben A. MUlsap. Lester A. Dickman. both of
Clovis. N.M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register,

Notice for Publication.
Non-CoLand
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Officii
at Fort Sumner, N. M.. February 1. 1912. Notice
Is hereby given that Frank Calkins, of Texico.
N. M.. who. on November 80. 1101. Dade Home
stead Entry. OHIO, for the Southwest quarter of
Section 6. Townahip 2 North. Range 37 East. N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
Proof, to establish claim
make Final Five-yea- r
to the land above described, before W. D. McBee
Probate Judge for Curry County. New Mexico,
in bis ohice at Clovis, N. M.. on the 18th day of
Marsh, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Albert Means,
Albert Doollttle. William R. Bedermyier and
James G. Burton all of Texico, New Mexico.
Arthur E- - Curren. Register.

Notice for publication.
Department

Non coal land.
of the Interior, U S land office

at

January 24. 1912.
Notice is iaereby given to tbe Public and especially to the Stat of New Mexico, that Sam M.
Kirby. of Texico. N. M. who on Juno 25. 1910 made
H. K. ser. No. 08K4 for southwest quarter,
section 82 townahip 4 North range 87 east N.
M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
intention
Fort Sumner.

M. M.

proof to estabfat
make final five-yebefore
lish etatm to lend above described
W. D. McBee. County Judea of Curry County. N.
M-M.. ia his office, at Clovis. N. . on the 20th
day of March 1212.
Claimant names as witnesses: Crummel H.
Deloaier, Joe L. Greear. Bertie Reed and Mortimer Y. Hubbard, all of Texico. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren, Register.

Conteat 1024.
Serial No. o6n9A
Department of the Interior. United States I., ml
Office Forltflumner, N. M. February 2. 1912
To Elmer A Burge, of Texico. N. M..GmteBtee:
You are hereby notified that Rewena 1. Bobler.
who gives Johnson' Arkansas as his poat.office
address, did on January 17, 1912, file in this office
hla duly corroborated applic ition to contest and
secure cancelation of your Homestead Entry, SeSect-Io-n
rial No. 06596 made June 3. 1903. for SE
28. Township 4 north. Range 86 Eaat. N. M.
P. Meridian, and as grounds for his contest he alleges that said Rim r A Burge never established
residence upo.i said land nor cultivated or Improved same. That the entry waa made for purposes of speculation, and that said entrymsn has
wholly and totally abandoned said land for a period of three years.
You are, therefore, further notified that the
aaid allegations will be taken by this office aa
having been confessed bv vou. and vour said entry will be canceled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, either before
this office or on appeal, if you fall to file in this
office within twenty days after the fourth publication of this ndtice. as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
responding to these allegations of contest, or if
you fall to file within that time to file In this office due oroof that vou have served a copy of
your answer on the said contestant cither in
person or by registered mail. If this service is
made by the delivery of a copy of your answer
to the contestant in person, proof of such service must be either the said contestant's written
acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy
showing the date of its receipt or tho affidavit
of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and whore tho copy was delivered
if made by registered mail, proof of such ser
vice must consist of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed stating when nnd
the nnat office to which it waa mailed aud thia
affidavit must be accompanied by the postmast
er"s receipt for the letter.
You should state in your answer the name of
tho post office to which you desire ruture no
tices to be sent to you.
: Arthur F. Curren. Register
Feb. 8. 1912,
Date of first publication
16.
., second
22.
..
.. ., third
.;
,. fourth
.,
2. ..

Non coal land.
of the Interior, U S Land office at

Department
Sumner N. M. Jan. 6. 1912.
Notice la hereby given that Robert L Whitehead,
of Clovis, N. M. who on November 10. 1910.made
homestead entry. (6988. for the North one half
Northwest quarter of section IS. township 2 north
range 36 East N. M. P. Meridian baa filed
notice of intent 'on to make final Commute tin proof
to establish clnim to the land above described,
before William J. Curren. U. 8. Commissioner.
-- jn hat office at Clovla.
N. M.. on tho 26th day
1912,
U February
claimant namea as witnesses
Benjamin F. Moss, ester M. Wood. Thomas F.
Bradley anr Claud M Steed, all of Clovis N. M.
N2-D- 7
Arthur E Curren Register
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Notice of Contest.
Serial No. 06507. Conteat 1025.
Department of the Interior. United States
Land Office, Port Sumner. N. M., February 2,
1

IS.

ToJamee D. Shaw of Texioo. N. M.. Con tea tee.
You are hereby notified that Rowena J. Hobier,
whoiiivea Johnaon. Arluuuuu. as hla post-offiaddress, did on January IT. 1912. flla in thia office
hia duly corroborated applicat aa to eon eat andse-cur- e
the cancellation of your homestead entry
No. Serial No. OS597 made June 2. 1908. for NE
Section 22. Townahip 4 north. Range 86 eaat.
N. M P. Meridian, and aa around for hia conteat
be allearee that the aaid James D. Shaw never
residence upon the land or cultivated of
Improved same. That entry waa made for purposes of speculation and that en try man has wholly and totally abandoned same for a period of
more than three yeara last past.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
aaid aUearations will be taken by thin office aa
haefaur been con.' eased by you. and your aaid
will ne caneeuea tnereunaer wirnnut your
t rtfht to be heara therein, either Deforo
or on appeal, u you tan tome in tms
bin twenty due after the FOURTH
atlonof this notice, aa ahown below, your
aaawai under oath, specifically meet Ins and
a none of contest, or if
"faUln-1thln
that thne to Ale In thia offi. e
proof that you have served a copy of
raw answer on the aaid contestant either in
aearcon or by reariatered mall.
If thia service ia
sassW by the delivery of a copy of your
to the oorteatant in person, proof of such
earvtee must be eithor the aaid contestant a
of hla receipt of the
ailsUu ackowlodo-men- t
ahnwmaT the date of its receipt, or the
af the person by whom the delivery was
atertmf whan and whore the copy waa de- irrered; if made ey reKiacarea man. proot or aucn
sra ihi must consist of the affidavit of the person
tar wham the copy waa mailed statute when and
tbwMetomce to which It waa mailed. and m.
Ttt must be accompanied by tho poat- a receipt sot the letter .
should state to your answer the name of
i ofaee to which you desire
future nuke) seat to you.

S,

first
tklrd

Arthur K. curren ateguwr.
puMlaatoa Fob. X ltla.
..

n,

..

Notice of Sale in Foreclosure of Mortgage by
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'"Fresh and Cured Meats...
106 South Main

Money Talks

Street

J. B. WESTERFIELD
...PHYSICIAN...

Office 1st North of First Nation
al Bank.
Phones Office 153, Residence 269

L. A. DICKMAN, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Opposite Antlers

Phone
1

Hotel

53.

Fit Glasses.

Dr. D. D. Swearingin
Physician & Surgeon.
I make a specialty of diseases
of the eye, ear nose and throat
and fitting glasses.
McBee Bid., opposite postoffice

Office Dhone 173

Res. 192.

When prosperity is I he subject, the increased deposits
in this Bank prove that
C. E. JUSTUS Proprietor
prosperity is here again.
Are you sharing in it? If
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
not, it is possibly because
112 2 South Main St.
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open What the Governor Said Clovis Man Planning to Oran account with us. Our
ganize New Bank.
about Prize Fighting.
officers will gladly show you
W. A, Foyil, former president
In regard to a supposed interthe benefit of such an ac- view fiirst published in an Albu- of the Clovis National Bank and
tion.
querque paper and then sent out prior to that in the banking business in Oklahoma, is in Albuthrough the Associated Press, in querque, conferring
with local
which is quoted as sternly repre- men, with a view of starting a
senting the hopes of New Mex- new bank in this city. It is said
&
ico fight fans, the governor said: that the proposed new bank vill
CAPITAL $30,000.00
"I have heard the matter only start business with a capitalization of fifty thousand dollars.
CLOVIS,
N. MEXICO through rumor. Representatives -- Albuquerque Herald
of the fight syndicate have not
called on me. I have not threatened to call on the mounted poA license was issued by County
lice to stop anything not cover- Clerk A. L. Await to John T.
$10000.001
Dollars,
Interest. ed by law. If there is no law to Pickett and Ethel Loraine HasAttorneys' fees, and costs of this stop such an exhibition I shall san of Ft. Sumner, N. M. At
proceeding to the date of sale.
ask the legislature to enact one. first Deputy Clerk Walter C.
Dated this the 17th day of Feb- It is true that a fight would ad- Zerwer refused to issue a license
ruary, A. D., 1912.
vertise New Mexico, but whether on account of the youthful apJ. D. Hammett, Assignee it is the kind of advertisement pearance of the pair, especially
the people want is another ques- the bride who did not appear to
of said Mortgage.
tion.
The money it would bring look over 15 or 16 years old. But
By R. E. Rowells,
to the state would scarcely com- after careful questioning he
His Attorney
pensate for the unsavory repu- granted them their license. The
Clovis, New Mexico.
tation gained." Santa Fe New bride gave her age as 18. and the
i

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP
1--

American Bank
Trust Company

County of Curry
F. 22 M. 21.
Notice is herebv given that
that certain mortgage deed executed and delivered by E. J.
Howard and Mary E.Howard, his
wife, mortgagers to J. S. Edwards, mortgagee, dated the
29th day of July, 1909. and filed
for record in the office of the
ReProbate Clerk and
corder of the County of Curry,
New Mexico, on the 31st day of
July, A. D. 1909, at 3:15 o'clock
p. m., and duly recorded in Look
3, Page 137. of the Records of
Mortgages of said County, and
which said mortgage deed has
b een assigned by the said J. S.
Edwards, to the B ank of Mober
ly.Moberly, Missouri, and by the
Bank of Moberly, Moberly, Mis
souri, to J. D. hammett, will be
foreclosed by a sale (under power of sale given in said mortgage
deed) of the premises described
in such mortgage deed, and hereinafter described, at the front
door of the Court House in tue
City of Clovis, Curry County,
State of New Mexico, at the
hour of One (1) o'clock p. m., on
the 30th day of March. 1912, to
satisfy the amount due upon such
mortgage deed on the date of
sale.
The premises described in
such mortgage deed and which
will be sold to satisfy the same
are described as follows,
of Lot Seventeen 17, in
Block Fifty 50 in the Town
now city of Clovis, New Mexico, as the same is shown by

DR. W. G. DRAKE

the Official plat now on file in
the Office of the Probate Clerk

and
Recorder of
Curry
Roosevelt
Counties,
and
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
New Mexico, and of which said
Phone 164
Roosevelt County, Curry County
Office over Skidmore Drug Store was lormerly a part, together
with the two story brick building situated thereon, and which
FRANK B. GRANT
said mortgage deed was given
ATTORNEY-AT-LAto secure payments whieh are
a part of the purchase price of
Practice in All Courts
said property.
Land Contest Cases Given SpeThere will be due on such
cial Attention.
mortgage deed at the date of
Offlee with J. S. Fitehugh.
sale the sum of Ten Thousand
Ex-Offic- io

I

Telephone No. 33

Mexican.

groom 22.

Ex-Offic- io

Attorneys--

Notice for Publication.

months of the life of the entry
as actual residence where he
went upon the land Within the
six months and established actual residence, is also changed
and the claimant making commuter! proof now must show an
actual boa fide residence of
fourteen months'
continuous
presence on the land.
The question is often raised
whether residence on a homestead counts where the claimant
goes upon a tract that he is con
testing, and establishes residence
before being allowed to enter the
land. The general land office
has ruled that actual residence
on a tract of land does not fount
unless the land is subject to entry by the claimant who is residing thereon, or actually entered by him. ' The mere fact
that a contest has been instituted does not give the claimant
the richt to count his residence
on the land until the contested
entry is canceled and his own
entry allowed.
In the case of a claimant making desert land entry for 320
acres of land on which he resides the necessary fourteen
months and then relinquishing
the tract on which he has re
sided which he has resided with
the object of making homestead
entry and offering commuted
proof; it has been held by the
local land office that the residence on the land while held as
a desert land entry does not
operate to perfect title under
the homestead laws where the
land is subsequently entered as
a homestead. Morning Journal.

.

.....

.
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..

If a burglar gets into your house and you have
money concealed there, the burglar will get
your money. That is a burglar's business.
The burglar will know you have the money
before he goes into your house: that is the burglar's business. Our business is to protect your
money. If it is in our bank, it will be safe from
burglars, from fire and your own extravagance; you cannot lend It, spend it or lose it
so easily.
Do your banking with us. We do strictly
banking, that's all.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
f

Of Clovis

)RY
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Famous Portia of Paris

ELEPHANT

TALKS

Klephants ar said to make iim of
variety of Bounds In communicating with each other, Mid In
their wanta and reeling.
Some are uttered by the trunk, aome
by the throat. The conjunctures
In
which either means of expression Is
employed cannot be strictly claMinxi.
as fear, pleasure, want and other
emotions are sometimes indicated by1
the trunk, sometimes by the throat.
An blephant rushing upon an assailant trumpets shrilly with fury.
Pear is similarly expressed In a
shrill, brassy trumpet, or by a roaor
from the lungs. Pleasure by a continued low squeaking through thei
trunk or an almost Inaudible purring
sound from (he throat. Want as
oalf calling its mother is chiefly
peculiar!
pressed by the throat.
A
sound is made use of by elephants to
express dielike or apprehension, and
at the aame time to Intimidate ad
when the cause of some alarm baa notj
been clearly ascertained and the anU
mala wish to deter an Intruder. It Is)
producod by rapping the end of the
trunk smartly on the ground, a cur
rent of air hitherto retained being"
sharply emitted through the trunk, as
from a valve, at the moment of Impact. The sound made resembles that
of a large sheet of tin rapidly doubled.
It has been erroneously ascribed by
some writers to the animals beating
their sides with their trunks,
a (Treat

i

FIRST STOCKING FRAME

Mile. Miropowlskl, the famous woman lawyer of "arts who has gained
special eminence by pleading in criminal courts, is shown In our Illustration addressing one of the regular weekly meetings of the Paris bar. She also has lectured in London and has been entertained by the Judgea there.
Mil-- ..
Miropowlskl believes women are of especial uae at the bar In cases affecting children, and would like to see mixed Juries, but does not think the
time ripe for the appointment of women Judges.

WINE FOR FOWLS

HOUSE OF DIAMONDS

Joubert, professor at the agriculcollege
at Fountalnebleau,
claims that he has discovered a new
and simple method of making hens
Jay. He feeds them with wine In addition to their ordinary rood. The
professor has not allowed his discovery to be made known lightly. He
has been experimenting with fowls of
all kinds for several years and tlnds
the same result In every case. In
eneb case he experimented for the
four winter months with two sets of
12 fowls of the same breed, adding
bread soaked in wine to the food of
one of the two sets of 12. In every
case after six separate trials the wine
fed hens laid more egga In the proportion of 20 eggs a month or thereabout.

About 20 years ago the diamond
merchants of Amsterdam held their
market as best they could. The merchants would meet In a cafe, or sometimes In the street, where, drawing
their gems from their pockets, they
would compare them, chaffer, and conclude their contracts.
Those days
may be termed the patriarchal age.
In time the merchants saw that their
precious goods were worthy of a more
dignified procedure.
They rented
premises, which they named "Hours
voor den Oiamanten." Business prospering, Amsterdam absorbed about
two thirds of the world's commerce In
the precious stones, and the syndicate
determined to build their own hall or
exchange, and this the minister of the
Interior has recently opened on the
Weeaperpleln.

M.

SMALLEST

COW

IN

WORLD
NEW

Mtft

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENT

A new stringed musical instrument
is reported to have been devised by
a Japanese violin maker in the city
of Nagoya. The invention Is named
the reikln, and seems likely to supersede the samlsen. It has the shape
of a guitar, save in the neck, which
is the only part resembling a samlsea.
There are four strings to It, and by
manipulation of the keys the instrument can be made to do the work of
A restaurant keeper In Paris is the
samisen. The inventor has
proud owner of the smallest cow in several
played his relkin in an orchestra of
"the world so far as is recorded. The
Instruments,
and showed
little animal is Just over two feet in Japanese
height a. is five years old. She gives that it is a success in every way.
good milk, though naturally not In
great quantity, and besides attracts
many customers to her owner's cafe.
1

DRESS

HEAD

OF

TEHUANAS

The first stocking frames are said
to have been made by William Lee,
curate of Ctilvertcn, In 1686, and were
at first worked by him with the assistance of his sweetheart or wife.
Like most other inventors, he
failed to receive a suitable reward;
for his labor and Is said to have died!
at Paris in 1C10. starving and brokenhearted.
The stocking weavers' company, established In 1663, for the next 90
years had almost a monopoly of the!
business, but Great Britain today
of the stock-makes nearly one-hal- f
lngs made In the world. Germany Is
a close second, being famous for the
cheapness and excellence of her hose.
;
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BRIGHT
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MONEY

IN

man who giveB to

STREAKS
hlo

wire all

the bright dimes and quarters and
halves he gets says that bright money

seems to run In streaks. Sometimes
be gets a lot or bright coins ror days
and weeks In succession and then he
may go a month and get not one.

Tunnel Under Chinese Wall

1

4

WELL AGAIN

Some men flirt with the weather

Benefit Barnyard
Manure Should Be Applied in
Small Amount and at Rather Frequent Intervals.

That the addition of humus to the
soil in the dry farming regions does
not Increase the availability of water
In the ground and that humua-bearinmanure,
straw,
material barnyard
leaves, or other vegetable matter
should be added to the soil frequeutly
In small amounts,
are concluslona
drawn from experiments recently conducted at the experiment station ot
the state of Washington, says the
Country Gentleman.
was
The basis of the experiments
soil taken from the
tones,
one cubic foot of which, without
humus, weighed eighty pounds and
was capable of absorbing and retaining, without drainage, 26 per cent, of
Its weight ot water. Of the water, only
16.8 pounds could be taken
up by
plants, wilting occurring when a cubic
root or the soil held but 3.2 pounds ot
water. Seventy six pounds of this
soli Was mixed with four pounds of
humus, the soli being capable of holding 19 pounds of water, and the humus
four that Is, 100 per cent, of Its
weight. A cubic foot of the humus-bearinsoil retained 23 pounds of water, while a similar amount or soli
without humus held but 20 pountft..
Forty per cent, ot the water held by
1.6
the humus
pounds and 3.04
pounds held by the soil were unavailable to plants.
Since in one cubic toot or soil without humus, contalnlug 20 pounds or
water, but 16.8 pounds were available
ror the growth or plants, in a tier ot
three cubic feet of soil 60.4 pounds of
water were available for plants. To
make this amount of water available
In three cubic feet or soil without humus a volume ot water a root square
and 12 inches deep was required, the
amount available 50.4 pounds being
equal to 9.7 Inches ot the depth indicated.
With these tacts In mind the next
problem was to find how many Inches
of water would be available to plant
growth when five per cent, of humus
was put Into a cubic foot of soli, in
soli, as stated, rrora
the humus-hearin23 pounds or moisture retained 18.36
pounds were available for the use ol
plants. It was round that the soil
containing humus absorbed a greater
amount ot water than did the soil
without humus, two and three-fourth-s
cubic teet ot the former holding as
much water as had been retained by
three cubic teet of the silt. Since
18.36 pounds of water were available
for the growth of plants in a cubic
toot or the humus-lade- n
soil, two and
three-fourth-s
cubic teet held 50.49
pounds ot available water ot a volume a toot pquare by 9.71 inches deep.
Hence, with no humus In the soli, 9.7
Inches of the given volume had been
available for plants, and with humur
added In the amount Indicated, 9.71
inches of the same volume were available.
Said Prot. Clark C. Thom. In discussing these results:
"In all cases
where humus Is added to the soil water is held nearer the surface and Is
therefore more easily evaporated.
Five per cent, ot humus which is as
much as Is likely to be added does
not Increase the availability ot moisture and is ot no direct benefit In this
respect; Indeed, it may even be detrimental In that it holds the moisture
neRrer the surface, where it is more
quickly evaporated.
'The beneficial results of humus are
in creating a new supply or plant food
and It Is always advisable, even Imperative, that humus be present In
the soil. Clays are opened up by it.
washing Is prevented and nitrogen is
bupplled.
"It is a common experience among
farmers who add great amounts of sa
nure to their land to observe on the
following year that the crop burns
where the fertilizer was supplied. The
reason for this Is obvious. The manure they have added is able to retain its own weight in water, or practically so, and this amount it at once
absorbs from tbe soil. Of the amount
absorbed, however, only about Btxty
per cent. Is available for the growth
of plants, the rest being locked up.
Hence tbe following year the soil Is
actually dried out by the manure,
and burning results. But tbe second
year will show benefits from tbe use
of the fertilizer, since It baa by this
time stored up Its 40 per cent, reserve, retaining this amount of mols-tu- i
e In excess ot what would otherwise be present In the ground.
"It is thus made plain why rarmers
should not dump great amounts ol
barnyard manure on their land at Intervals of from three to ten years, as
some do. To give the greatest benefit
the manure should be rdded In small
amounts and at more frequent intervals."
g

g

g

Injury to Grass Crops.
things relating to China are Interesting tnese days, and not the least
Injure their
frequently
Farmers
Interesting Is the railroad from Peking to Kalgan, which was financed, en- grass crops more than they are aware
gineered and built entirely by the Chinese. The line Is 130 miles long and
by sowing too much seed grain lu
there are four concrete tunnels. One of these tunnels passes under the Qreal of
.
the nurse crop.
Wail, the entrance to It forming ths subject of our illustration.
Ail

IOWA WOMAN

take chances with moisture condition
and they wonder why they aren't
more of a success on the farm. It
they would save the extra rainfall a

Dry Farming Requires Work.
Tbe man that supposes that "dry
land farming is easy" needs to try it
Rocky Mountain
once, comments
Husbandman. The man to follow the
rules as laid dowa will be In the field
day and night during the growing season, and In a real dry year he will
have a dust mulch six inches deep.

CUSTOM

"Flogging the dummy" is a curious
custom kept up by the villagers of
Austria A dummy Is dressed up in
grotesque fashion, and Is called the
It Is taken from bouse
"L.uselwlfe.'
to house by the troupe or grotesquely
dressed musicians and before each
bouse It Is flogged
Then the band
plays tl the householders emerge with
cakes and wine for the crowd.

aL

TREE

What Is believed to be the largest
In the world grew in Southern
California and stood over 300 feet
high, measuring 90 feet at the base.
The section here illustrated weighs
50 tons and Is 66 feet In clrcumferi
ence. Th concentric rings indicate
that the tree began growing in the
year 660.

oc-ca-

AUSTRIAN

v

LARGEST

tree

The head dress of the Tehuana Indian women whose heme Is upon the
Isthmus of Tebuantepec In Mexico is
of remarkable design and not lacking
In attractiveness.
It Is called v bul-pi- l
and is an elaborate lace affair resembling In some respects an Ellta-letharuff It Is worn on special
His and In different shapes. Somenot flared out from the
times it
head, but Is worn hanging down the
back
The Tehuana women perform
the business functions of the tribe,
many of them being small merchants
jn town upon the Isthmus The men
live n Idleness In this respect they
Are Ike rturmese women and there
ds a striking resemblance between the
Burmese and the Tehuanas. The dally
costumes of the Tehuana women very
(much resemble that or the Burmebe
They are truly oriental in
women
ithelr fondness for brilliant colors.

CURIOUS

OF

PLOWING TO STORE MOISTURE
Surplus Water, Kept In Subsoil, Will
Rise to Surface In Tim cf Drouth
Rain Carried Over.

To Secure Greatest

i

tural

SOILS

Addition of Humus Does Not Increase Availability of Water.
HOW THE

.

FARMING

large quantity
b
of water would
stored in the subsoil for Immediate
use in case of dry weathwr.
If farmer doesn't practice moisture
conservation and raises a good crop;
his neighbor across the road, saving
tno surplus rainfall, will have a larger yield. Reverse the moisture conditions a dry growing season and the
chances for a crop favor the man who
takes care of the water that falls on
his farm.
Three or four inches of rain carried
over from one season to the next
means three or four hundred tons of
water an acre in the subsoil water
enough to carry a growing crop
through any ordinary dry weather. It
la possible to carry even more than
this from one year to another, says,
A. H. Leldigh, assistant professor of
crops at the Kansas Agricultural college.
How

Freed From Shooting Pains,
Spinal Weakness, Dizziness,
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
Ottnmwa, Iowa.- "For years I was
almost a constant sufferer from female
trouble in all It
-

dreadful forms;

hooting pains all
over my body, sick
headache, spinal
weakness, dizziness,

depression, and
everything that was

horrid. I tried many
doctors in different
parts of the United
State:, hut T,ydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta
ble Compound has done more forme than
all the doctors. I feel it my duty to tell
you these facts. My heart is full of
gratitude to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for my health." Mrs.
Harriet E. Wampleh, 524 S. Ransom
Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.

HOT

can the rainfall be saved?
Plow the field as soon a the crop
Consider Well This Advice.
has beer harvested. If it is spring or
No woman suffering from any form
summer follow the plow with a drag.
The rains will soak into the soil In- of female troubles should lose hope unstead of running off the surface or til she haa given Lydia E. Pinkham's
evaporating. Fall plowing should not Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
This famous remedy, the medicinal Inbe dragged, as there is danger of the
soli either packing or becoming dry gredients of which are derived from
native root and herbs, has lor nearly
and blowing.
The extra expense of following such forty years proved to be a most valuaa plan ought not to cost more than ble tonic and Invigorator qf the fea dollar an acre at most. Many male organism. Women everywhere
places it could be done at a much bear willing testimony to the wonderful
smaller cost. It pays big Interest on virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetathe Investment even at the higher fig- ble Compound.
If yon want special advice write to
ure.
While moisture conservation
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confdoesn't spell sure cure for crop fail- Lydia
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
ure, It is worth the effort
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and hold in strict conlhlcnce.
EARLY CULTIVATION IS BEST
Applying Mulch to 8oil Prevent Bed
From Becoming Dry and Enables
It to Absorb Moisture.
Shallow cultivation Is tbe same In
effect as applying a mulch to the soil,
as It prevents the bed from becoming
dry, and enables it to absorb all the
moisture from light showers and
dews.
For May plantB such cultivation
will be sufficient without watering,
but others, notably dahlias, must have
plenty of water. Soap suds from the
wath are excellent for dahlias, and
Rhou.d be applied by the pailful to
make sure of reaching the roots. This
matter of watering, right down to the
roots of the plants, Is very important, and unless you can give enough
to do that it will be better not to water at all, but trust to shallow cultivation only. Always use a watering
pot, so that you can apply the water
directly to the roots. Using a hose
scatters the water too much. Water
plants after sundown.
Almost everybody grows asters. A
top dressing of well rotted stable manure will give nourishment to the
plants, and also keep the soil around
them moist. Liquid manure, not too
strong, should be applied to the roots,
but it should not wet the foliage. If
this is done at intervals, large and
well developed flower will be the reward.
Sweet peas should be well cultivated. Bone meal, strewn along the
rows and raked in, will help In promoting vigorous growth. Manure water is also very beneficial, but after
using manure water one day use clear
water the next Sometimes in dry
seasons the flowers look faded and do
not show in their true colors. To
demedy this fault mix soot and water
together, to about the consistency of
milk, and apply at the roots.

PWJ1TRY

If tov suffer from Bplleptlc Flu. Falling SIcMmm,
Spasms, or hare children that do bo. my Now Treatment will rellene them, and all jon are naked to
do la to pend for a FKHK 13.00 Bottle of Dr. May
Formula. It haa relieved permanently the Tory
worst oaten whet, everyt btng elso haa failed. Pleas
write and give age and complete addreaa.
DR. W. H. HAY, S48 Pearl St., Maw York
RELIEVES
TIRED EYES

NO SYMPATHY

Henderson
mother-in-la-

Henpeck

THERE.

I'm not living with nrr
any more."
I don't blame her.

Mandy's Idea of It.
Mistress What! Going to leave me
to get married? Whom are you going
to marry?
Mandy Ah's done goin' to marry
Ling Chung, the Chinese laundryman.
He's a good man, he is.
"But, Mandy, think of what your
children would be!"
"Yes, mum, Ah has. Ah knows de
poor little things'll be Mexicans, but
Ah loves him Just de same!"
SURPRISED DOCTOR.
Illustrating the Effect of Food.
The

adaptability
ot
to stomachs so disordered that they will reject everything else, is illustrated by the case'
Grape-Nu-

remarkable
food

t

of a woman in Racine, Wis.
"Two years ago," she says, "I wa
attacked by a stomach trouble so serious that for a long time I could not
Ventilate the
much of any sort of food. Even
take
scraper every the various kinds prescribed by the
Use the drop-boarday.
doctor produced most acute pain.
Have the floor clean and dry under
"We then got some Grape-Nut- s
food,
the litter.
and you can imagine my surprise and
range
large
a
must
Geese
have
and delight when I found that I could eat
plenty of water.
It with a relish and without tbe slightIdleness is not conducive to a hlgb est distress.
percentage of fertile eggs.
"When the doctor heard of it he told
Breeding ducks should be red twic
me to take several small portions each
a day, morning and evening.
day, because he feared I would grow
Milk led chicks have become
tired of it as 1 had of all other food.
standard In rancy markets.
"But to bis surprise, (and
of
drinking
Warm tbe
water a little II everybody else), 1 did not that of
tire
there is any chilliness in the air.
Grape-Nutand became better day by
Fowls that have had roup have a day, till, after some weeks,
my stomtendency to transmit the disease to ach entirely
recovered and I was able
offspring.
their
to eat anything my appetite craved.
Haphazard selection of tbe breeding
"My nerves, which had
so
stock is often directly responsible for weakened that I feared I become bewould
poor resu'ts in hatching.
come Insane, were also restored by
Unless all tbe elements tor the the Grape-Nutfood In connection,
formation of eggs are put Into the with Post um which
has become our'
hen'6 body abe cannot be expected to table beverage.
appreciate most
lay well.
gratefully
thank."ully tbe good that
Ventilation, which means frosh air your food anJ
preparations
have done me,
and sunshine, I of extrem- Import-ancand shall be glad to answer any letters
all through the winter
inquiring as to my experience.' Name
Chick that rail to develop steadily given by
Postuiu Co., Battle Creek,
should be punch marked so they can Mich.
easily be distinguished when the time
Read the little book, "Tbe Road to
for selecting breeding stock arrive,
Wellvllle," In pkgs. "There's a reaon
well
has
Oranted that
bred son."
stock, the next point that determines
B
the above telierT A MW
its profitableness 1 th care and
e appear, from time to time.
They
euie, irae, ia4 fw.it ol ha
hen-hous-
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wife out partially dressed in the middle of the night, looted the house of
everything It contained of value, and
then set It on fire. Tou see we have
no men folks here, except two negroes, who have clnng to us because
they were so aged they were afraid
to leaveJust mamma Edith, my old
nurse, and myself. It seems so lonoly,
and Major Brennan and Arthur both
Insist It Is no longer safe. So they
are coming with a cavalry escort to
take as all North. I am sure we shall
have a splendid time."
"Tou have experienced no trouble,
then, thus far?"
"Oh. none at all we have not even
been bothered hy scouting parties. Oh,
I do not mean you; you are no bother.
But yesterday there was a horrible
man here; he came to tbe kitchen
door, and asked all sorts of Impudent
questions. Mrs. Bungay actually bad
to threaten him with r gun before be
would leave."
"Is Maria Bungay here, then?"
"Why certainly; do you know ber?
Isn't she a delightful old dear Just
as good as a man."
"Her husband Is with my party."
"Jed really? Why, do you know,
Maria has got It Into her head that
should
he bad run away from her.
so love to witness their meeting; It
But you
would be most Interesting.
must come into tbe house. Captain
Wayne; Edith will be overjoyed to see
you again, although you know she is
never demonstrative, as am. It must
be awfully nice to be always cool and
calm, don't you think?"
Determined that I would not be
tempted, I yet hesitated, and my vivacious companion too everything
for granted at once.
"Oh, before we go in, won't you do
me a favor?" she asked. "But of
course you will. I was trying to tie
this grapevine Into place when you
surprised me, but 1 could not hold on
with one hand and tie with the other.

Jectlon to my returning to the housoT
She did not so much as deign to
look again at either of us, but as sh
moved slowly out of sight Miss Minor
turned and looked Into my face with
questioning eyes. What she may
have read there I know not, but she
sank back upon a bench and burst
Into a merry peal of laughter.
"Isn't It perfectly ridiculous 1" she
cried, as soon as she was able to
speak "Only I do hope she won't 'ell
Arthur."

BAD CASE

OF GRIP
Caused Sore Throat and
Restored by
Peruna.

Ton-silltl-

s.

Mr. W. H.
H o a I y ,
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

Otetn
We Capture a Courier.
Ten nessee,
light
of
langhtef
girl's
burst
The
writes:
flame devoured me. Now, however, as right of me was an extensive grape-arboSYNOPSIS.
aroused me thoroughly to a sense o
"Five years
we actually drew near to where I supcompletely covered with vines.
our situation.
ago I took a
tent posed she might be, I felt my earlier the fresh green leaves forming a de
The story opens In a. Confederal
"You seem to derive much amuse very severs
at a critical stage of the Civil War. Oen. courage fast deserting me. Nor was lightful contrast to the deep blue sky
Imparta to Capt. Wayne an Important
ment from a condition of affairs ai e o 1 d which
message to Longstreet. Accompanied by I furnished with even tbe slightest beyond. As I came opposite an openRTKt Craig, an old army scout, Wayne excuse for pressing on; my orders did ing leading
most Intolerable to me," I said bitter resulted in
Into this prbor I suddenly
starts on hla mlaalpn. They get within
ly. "I have always valued most highly la grippe,
1
the Hnea of the enemy and In the darkof
drapery and
not positively compel me to proceed, caught the flutter
ness Wayne la taken for a Federal ofthe friendship of Mrs. Brennan, but never wa
ficer and a youns lady on horseback la and nothing appeared along the way stopped Instantly, my heart throbbing
this unfortunate occurrence will doubt bad off. I
given In hla charge. She la a northern to lead me to suppose that barm of like a frightened girl's. It was quite
girl and it tempts to escape. One of the any
less end it."
1
valwas in bed
shadow,
dark
and
peaceful
threatened
the
kind
vine
beneath
that
norses an umbs and CralgKoes through
She glanced up at me. her long
With the dli nntrhnN whlln Wnvne andM
ley. Everything meeting my eyes evi- could make out ho more than that a
eyes
sparklashes wet. bnt her dark
of the North are left alone. They
weeks, and
seek shelter In a hut and entering It In denced that here, at least, was with woman stood there, her back toward
ling with mischief.
the dark a huge mastiff attacks way
come. me, busied at some task Possibly
not
Its
horrors
had
attendant
so far as you when I did
"Oh,
care
won't
she
The gtrl shoots the brute just In time. Totally
get up I had
without the beaten track of she felt my presence, for all at once
The owner of the hut Jed Bungay, and
are concerned," she exclaimed Indifhla wife appear and soon a party of those great armies which had battled she glanced around, and upon perto
nsilitis
suppose
will
ferently.
"But
she
horsemen approach. They are led by a
sore Mr. W. H. Housley.
man claiming to be Red XJowrie, but who so fiercely for the 8benandoah, It had ceiving me gave vent to a quick exthink I am perfectly horrid. Well. 1 and
proves to be MaJ. Brennan. a Federal been traversed only by a few scouting clamation of terror.
care It she does; she might throat.
don't
officer whom the Unlongirl recognises.
"I tried to core this for eighteen
'Pardon me." said hastily, and re
He orders the arrest of Wayne as a spy and foraging parties, and so short had
have waited and learned the truth months,
and he Is brought before Sheridan, who
een their stay that even the rail moving my hat, "but you have notblng
but it gradually got worse. A
study?
And
rea
first. Wasn't her face
threat
inleas he
doctor advised me to have my tonsils cut
veal
nyne believes ..nips remained undisturbed' to Riiarcl to fear."
I
how shall
ever explain to Arthur so out,
Rdlt
wife of MaJ. tbe fields, and nowhere did
I did not like the idea. Another
note outThere was a moment's hesitancy on
Ttrei
that be will understand? I'm sure I doctorbutexamined me, and told ma the
Jed Bungay. ward signs of devastation. It was Vir1 was being scruI
part,
knew
her
and
to rei
Lee, while
Captain
got
Oh,
ot
worst
have
tbe
it
'linguista to the ball- - ginia as I recalled It in those old days
of
tinised by a pair of bright eyes.
Wayne. Is my hair all ruffled up? I same thing. I finally got a bottle
Peruna, and after I had taken one bottle
"Surely," said a familiar voice, "I
prisoned. He Is Introduced to a Miss of peace and plenty, before civil strife
know
look like a fright You must
Minor and barely escapee being unmaskmy throat was better. I bought and used
had sown the land with dead.
cannot be mistaken you are Captain
ed. Edith Brennan. recognising Wayne,
come In now, and we will explain to
a dozen bottles, and saw I was going to
ays she will save him. Securing a pass
What possible excuse, then, bad I Wayne."
She
Mrs.
whole
matter.
Brennan
the
through the lines, they are confronted by for going there? In my own heart I
get well,
I did."
Before I could even answer she
while Auk Yourand
help
Brennan, who Is knocked senseless. Then,
believing
both,
cannot
us
Druggist tor a Pre Peruna
bidding Edith adieu. Wayn
makea a knew 1 had none, or one so poor and stepped forth from her partial conknow she would be so cold and
dash for liberty. He encounters Rungay: selfish I scarcely durst whisper It even
Almanac tor 1912.
cealment and advanced toward me
hey reach the I,ee camp and are sent
proud to me alone."
with reinforcements to Join Early. In the to myself; yet I rode steadily on. Im- with cordially extended hands. It was
I shook my head decisively.
PerPOCKET-BILLIAR- D
battle of Bhennndoah the regiment Is
haps It was better ended so; at least
overwhelmed, and Wayr.e, while In the pelled by my own weakness, or drawn (Vila Minor.
hospital. Is visited by Edith Brennan. irresistibly
by fate whichever tbe
"Well, of all men!" she cried gay-l1
possessed no courage Just them to
Wayne and Bungay are sent on a scoutwould ai
real cause I know not
ber dark eyes smiling a most kinding detail.
LOWEST PRICES KASY PAYMENTS
face her indignation. She might but
least look upon those walls that had ly welcome. '"And Edith and I were
You cannot affcrd to experiment vith
deem we had concocted our explanapos
If
would
once
her,
learn
sheltered
CHAPTER XXVI. Continued.
untried goods sold by commission agents.
tion, and would very likely receive !t
Catalogues free.
sible If she v.as yet there. Then
It
scorn
deserved.
with all the
she felt
THE BRUNSWICK - BALKE - COLLENDER COMPANY
Ho looked at me In surprise.
"1 well, in the bondage of my passion I
Besides, It was clear there was noth- M West Main street DL B, Oklahoma City. Okie,
reckon, cap, an how ye don't know hoped for what might happen, as
ing I could do to aid them. I should
much 'bout whut's a goln' on In ther every lover does.
be now merely an unweloome IntruBronchial
alley fer ther las' few months." be
It must have been two o clock; we
der. An escort was to be there shortsaid sooerly, rubbing down bis mule had baited our horses, I remember, an
ly to convoy them northward, and for for Hoarseness and Throat Troubles. No opiate.
SssapH ns soars i. isssss sot, ddssdb,
as he spoke. "Tell ye what, thar jlst hour previous; and the Sergeant had
me to be found In their company by
hain't no plantation houses left thar enjoyed his noonday siesta beneatb
Brennan would only Inflame blm and W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
now, thet's a fac', leastwise not nortb-o- ' tbe shade of a great bush bearing pur
add greatly to the embarrassment of
ther lines we una sorter hoi' onto pie blossoms. The road we had been
his wife's position. Much as I might
NOT MUCH OF A GENTLEMAN.
ylt
Sheridan he played bell wltb blB traveling since early morning wound
long for immediate vindication in her
s
cavalry raids, an' whut the
in and out among great trees, and
sight, the plain duty of true love was
left tber durned guerillas an' bush- crossed and recrossed the little stream
to depart at once, and permit time to
whackers wiped up es clean es a slate. called tbe Cowskln until I almost
straighten out the tangle.
Durn If a crow wudn't starve ter death thought we bad lost our way. We met
"You must pardon me,"
hastened
In ther valley now. Why. cap, them with no one in all the long day's rid
to say, standing bat in band before
ornegro,
In
thar deserters an' slcb truck is
and
lng, not even a stray
her. "but it would not be best tor
ganized now till they're mighty nlgb deed it was some hours since we had
me to Intrude upon Mrs. Brennan aftan army, an' they don't skeer fer nuth-l- passed a house of any kind. Leaving
er her late reception. I merely haltles' ner a reg'ment. I see more ner tbe brook behind us we tolled slowly
ed here In order to assure myself of
a hundred an' fifty In one buncb up up a long hill, and at the top Bur-gayour presence and safety. My men
on tber White Briar two week ago. an' riding beside me, pointed to the west
are even now waiting tor me a tew
they're worse ner a parcel er pirates. ward.
hundred yards away."
1 reckon as how they got
Marlar, but
Cap." he said, "thar Is ther Minor
"But I wish you to meet Arthur."
I'll bet she glv 'em a hot or time afore place.
"Oh. I think not Miss Minor. I feel
he done quit"
warm friendship for Lieutenant Caton,
The very sight of It In the distance
Rumors of this state of affairs to was a thrill a great wnne nouse
but we wear different uniforms, serve
tbe north and west of our defending placed well back from the road and
under different flags, and a meeting
lines had already rsached me indeed, almost hidden from sight by fine.
here, both with armed forces behind
the verification had formed part of my large trees an
big- us, would naturally have to be a hosinstructions; but Bungay's homely yet roomed house it looked to be, built
tile one. However the Lieutenant and
graphic description made the situation after the colonial type, a wide veranda
I might consent to a temporary truce,
Jones If you keep on abusing me '
appear terribly real, and my thought upon three sides, with fluted columns
his superior officer. Major Brennan, may forget that I'm a gentleman.
went Instantly forth to those I knew to support the overhanging roof.
would not likely prove ot the same
hav
Mrs. Jones You wouldn't
who might even then be exposed to
mind."
Hain't no signs es fer es kin see
much to forget.
this great and unexpected danger.
go?"
you
really
must
"Then
of any trouble havln' "curred. thar,"
The very conception of Edltb Bren- Jed said slowly, hla shrewd gray eyeB
"Unless you specially desire to wit
Awful Suspicion.
nan in such hands as these was agony. roaming over the peaceful scene.
ness a cavalry skirmish In your front
had been sick for some time,
Freddie
1 felt I could never rest until assured
dooryard, I certainly consider it best.
"homebody ter hum tew, fer ther
and when his father came Into the
of ber safety, and since my order chlmley Is a smokln'."
and I held out my hand. "Surely we room to see how he was the youngmay
granted me full authority to prolong
hope that ster surprised him by his questions..
part as friends, and
Of course, now I was there, tne only
my journey, I might ascertain whether sensible thing for me to do would
you will Intercede in my behalf with
"Why do you ask If I owe the docor not she yet remained within the have been to ride openly to the frout
Mrs. Brennan?"
tor anything?" inquired his father.
valley.
She rose up Impulsively.
"Because," replied Freddie, "the
door, and thus learn all I desired. But
"How ridiculous: how supremely rl
"Jed," I asked, my mind finally set- what man who loves, who Is continualmedicine he's been giving me lately
I , will,
Wiry, of course
dlculous!
tled, "do you know tbe old Minor plan- ly swayed by hopes and fears, by
is something fierce, and I think he's
though I don't suppose Edith really taking it out on me." Judge.
tation?"
strength and weakness, ever does tbe
cares very much, but she believed it
I
"Ol' Jedge Minor's place? Surec, It's sensible thing?
had certainly Inwould be highly proper to be shocked
"
up on ther south branch of tber
Slow.
tended doing so at the start, but now
"Do You Not See? This Is Captain Wayne."
don't think she likes you so very
She was the
my nerve failed me.
"Myra, how long has Joe Nevlus
"Have those fellows got down that wife of another. I could not confess speaking about you only yesterday. See what I mean?" And placing one well scyway, Captain Wayne, tor she been going with you?"
far yet?"
nad ventured to 'come to her In love, That Is, I was, for really I do not re- Blender foot upon a slat of the trellis never will talk about you."
"About 18 years."
With these cheering words ringing
"Wal, I reckon not, jut durn if I nor could I look into those clear, hon call now that Edith made any remark she lifted herself up until she could
"That seems an awful long time."
my
thoroughly
ears, and feeling
de
apropos of tbe subject You have no barely reach the refractory branch. in
know fer sure, cap."
est, questioning eyes and He.
"Yes; I sometimes wonder if Joe'e
I
hope,
"Now." she said, smiling down upon feated In every cherished
"How long would it take us to reach
"Sergeant!
Idea, Captain Wayne, what a hero
"Haiti" I ordere
going to ask me to marry him."
ever
there?'
have made you out to be. It would me, "please Just hold me here for a strode savagely down the long hill and
"I am here. Captain."
" 'Bout two dayB.
mounted my horse. How roughly for
reckon."
"Take your men down into that hol- make you positively vain If I should moment until I secure this end."
My hand was scarcely upon ber in tune had sufteted me, to be sure, and
1 turned
and looked at my men in low yonder, and remain there until
confess; why, Arthur has actually besome perplexity. They were scattered return. Better post a sentry on tbe come so Jealous that he has almost support when the slender slat snappedI how extremely small the Inspiration
left. Well, perhaps I deserved It for
along th edge of lue road, uud uuly bill nere."
forbidden me even to mention your beneath her weight. As she fell
name in his presence. So when I caught her wltb both arms. For a ever permitting myself to love one
one jroup had taken the precaution to
"It vlll be done. Captain."
The servant lay nut
bui'M a tire.
not, probably, be absent want to talk about you am compelled moment she lay, panting and startled whom I knew to be tbe wife of an"1 shall
hour, so don't permit the to go to Edith. She hasn't power to on my breast; then, as with a little other. Doubtless she bad seized upon
upon bU hack on a grassy knoll
an
than
more
laugh she disengaged herself from my this slight pretext to bo rid of me,
I said sternly.
stop me, you know, but I'm sure
"Ebers."
men t stray."
He arose ponderous, and came for
"Dot Is it, Captain. I vlll tx mlt must bore ber awfully. And then to embrace, we stood tterc hand In nana and was already rejoicing over Its
think that when you stood there Just and (aee to face with Edltb Brennan. eaBy accomplishment.
ward with a decidedly halting gait.
dem all over."
In my agitation I forgot entirely tbe
Shall I ever forget the look within
"Vos I sent for?" he asked.
rode down alone Into the thick now, and I saw your gray uniform.
at the
"Yes," Bald; "1 want you to have woods at the foot of tbe bill, and dis- actually thought the guerillas bad her ayes? How plainly I saw it, al- presence ot Maria Hungay
beneath house, and ordering my men into sadthe men get their supper at once, as we mounting, tied my horse to a sapling. come. My heart beats so now I can though she stood half bidden
shall be obliged to ride a good portion Then on foot I struck across tbe hardly talk. But how pale and hag- the shadow of the vines Amazement, dle prepared for departure without
scorn were expressed giving a thought to the little fellow
of the night Get the men to their fields, my intention being to come in gard you look Is It that horrible incredulity,
chose
there, yet even 'as I marked them all and his domestic troubles.
supper. We shall go on In an hour."
by the way of Ihe negro quarters at wound which troubles you still?"
unconproud
the road leading toward tbe northsmiled at the rear. In hope of meeting some one
"1 have been discharged from tbe became merged Into
How often since have
she would bave turned west, for although bad not asked tbe
h
axnresaion imon his solemn round Irom whom I might Inquire relative hospital only a short time," I an- sciousness,
swered, as she paused to take breath. away without a word, but my com- question conceived it highly probable
to the great house and Its Inmates.
lace as he turned ruefully away!
panion stopped her
that Brennan and his party would ride
It was a slight upward trend of "Indeed, this is my first military servyou from tbe Federal calvary quarters at
"do
eagerly,
"Bdith,"
I am feelcried
she
yet
although
months,
XXVII.
I
and
CHAPTER
had to traverse,
ice for several
land
Wayne."
had no desire
Colter's Church, and
tbe house was a most sightly object ing quite strong again. Mrs. Brennan. noi fee? This Is Captain
0
She turned toward me and slightly to meet them. They wore upon an
An Embarrassing Situation.
and stood upon tbe very summit of the then, is still with you?"
mercy of far greater Imporof
bead
errand
inclined
ber
all
It
was
we
yes:
here
been
bave
so
surrounded
yet
"Oh,
when
day
elevation,
third
It was well Into the
"I recognized Captaiu Wayne," was tance than my revenge:
we came down Into the fertile vallty with trees, both fruit and ornamental, winter long. It has been so dull, for
As we swung along through tbe
aim answer, "and regret greatly
ber
happened,
I
and
tbe
was enabled to make but little of Its really nothing has
It bad proven an un
of tbe Cowsklu
having Intruded upon htm. It was en heavily timbered land fringing our
of Inhabitants
devoid
I arproacbed
out
quite
tbe
Is
met
valley
we
until
had
situation
for
far,
thus
ride
eventful
I
have no road, Bungay pressed bis mule into a
even the negroes have gone bunting tirely unintentional, and
ith no adventures and had observed buildings. I met wltb no one, nor
trot and Anally succeeded In ranging
ArMajor
and
negroes
Ureunan
I
any
Hut
a
about
perceive
treedom.
could
little worthy ol consideration from
moI could
at
up at my side. Even In my disturbed
spoken
that
bave
not
InYpt
afternoon,
did
nlaCe
this
lli,.
here
be
slava nnnrtAi'H
thur are to
military standpoint.
was amused at his
ment to save my life. It fairly stunned mental condition
While constantly observant of those not bear tbe appearance of desertion. and sometime tonight we are all of me to realize the construction she so unique style of riding, although I
together."
away
cat
a
stable,
Uis
in
tbe
going
were
as
horses
There
been
whli
regarding
points
plainly placed upon the scene Just would not wound blm by laughing.
istering was curled up on one of the cabin
Eager as I was to meet Brennan,
my
one
pitched.
Not so the girl at my side.
enacted.
ITO BK CONTINUED.)
in
we
meet
should
to
that
nad no desire
door steps, and smoke continued
thought durlnt all tin
pour In a dull yel'ow cloud from tbe i be presence of his wife Better, far Her cheeks flushed with indignation,
possibility of again m
Wonderful Lutk.
Altogether there better, would it be for me to leave at and ber audacity gave ber speech
kitchen chimney
Uretinau and provlni
even worse than
Rook T.y!r was always a fortu
matters
made
which
seeing
even
ber.
pt'zzle
to
without
g
situation
and
Id
once
was
the
much
ance to ber. Her
oate man, but doesn't It seem wonder
"You say you are about to depart?"
You are exceedingly free with your ful that bis luck should stay with Mm
I
asked, determined lo learn all pos
to I be very last?
sible regarding their plans. "Do you
llalelgb How was that?
hard, wltb the remains of a go North?"
It would be as well
Rook Why, he was operated on for
"Yes. to Baltimore and Washington. upon uh "Perbaps
ty between the bouse and the
remeyal of a pearl which he had
thethe
truth."
you
ascertain
first
to
for
desperso
becoming
ot
are
The guerillas
rotected by a low fonae
arcldsntally
was
swallowed while eating
calm
wholly
You
the
mistake."
I
are
"The Memory Lingers"
we
could ate In this neighborhood that
pickets. So far as
n again.
reply. "1 have not presumed to cnil-clse- . oysters, and when tbe pearl was ex
r. tor I
It contained no occupant and actually afraid to remain here longer
arjlned it was found to be valuable
Why should I? It Is not a mat-uopen tbe gale and started
Limited.
me In tbe least. enough to pay for both the operation
Interests
which
cinder-patwhich
led
larrow
ob- Pathfinder.
tuasrai.
the
you
no
further
and
presume
1
have
To
ago, killed old Mr. Cuyler. turned bis
two rows of low bushes.
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Miss Lucile Flint returned to Notice of Sale ir Foreclosher home in AmarUlo, Texas,
ure of Mortgage by
after an extended v'dt with Miss
Advertismant.

The Things Which Indicate

Nancy Mae Gwynn.

Implements, see
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State of New Mexico
Coun
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Clovis Furniture
Company

that
Capt. Boyd who resides in
Jted
EastlClovis, and well known to certain mortj
Uni
The
our many citizens, lies critically and delivered
and Realty Company, a corporaill at his home.
tion of Clovis. Curry County,
The Leading Hardware New Mexico, mortgagor, to J.
Most pronouncedly the ability and dispoStore-Se- e
Milliren Buchanan D. Hammett, Mortgagee, dated
sition of a Bank to be of service, are:
Hdw. Co.
the 1st day of March, A. D.1911,
office
courtesy, illinKness, promptness, and
Mrs. J. N. Pritchett is expect- and filed for record in the
and
clerk
the
Probate
of
C. S.
ed to return after an extended
AH
of these
reasonable exactions.
County
of
of
the
Recorder
visit at Atlanta, Georgia.
qualifications the growing customer apCurry, State of New Mexico, on
Utensils, see
Kitchen
the 1st day of March, A. D. 1911,
preciates.
"Speaking for ourselves."
Hdw. Co.
at 5,00 o'clock p.m., and duL
We do not jeopardise your interests
recorded in Book One (1), page
adverThe man who does not
525-by political indulgence and we have
of the Records of deed
said
it
tise because somebody
mortgages
of said County,
and
diden't pay, ought not to believe
never found it necessary to go outside
by sale (under
will
be
foreclosed
the world is round, because the
of the Banking Business to make
in said mortgiven
power
sale
of
ancients said it was flat.
gage),
be
made
of the
to
sale
Milliren- Harness Goods.
premises described in said mortBuchanan Hdw. Co.
gage deed, and hereinafter deThe Pecos Valley Mother's scribed, at the front door of the
Club Federation will meet in Court House in the City of CloClovis on the 22nd and 23rd. A vis, Curry County, State of New
iarge delegation is expected.
Mexico, at the hour of One (l)o'-cloc- k
p. m., on the 30th day of
Dont miss the featured films
at the Lyceum, they are instruc March, A. D. 1912, to satisfy the
tive as well as entertaining.
amount due upon such mortgage
"The Bank That Accommodates"
Mr. and Mrs. Stokes, Lectur deed on the day of sale. The
ers from Kansas City, under the premises described in such mortauspices of the W. C. T. U., gage deed and which will be sold
will be in Clovis, Thursday and to satisfy the same are as follows
All of the South Park
Friday and will speak at differtwo, three, other certain mortgage deed exto the City of Clovis, Three and lots one,
Addition
ent times during the Teacher's
four, ten eleven and twelve in ecuted by the said J. D. HamNew Mexico, except lots one, Block Two of said Addition, and mett, Mortgagor, to Thos. J.
and Mother's Convention.
two, three, four, five and six in all of the foregoing properly as Stem, and recorded in Book Two
Poultry Netting. See
Block Two, also excepting lots shown by the recorded plats of 2, Page 308 of the Mortgage
Hdw. Co.
of Curry County, New
excepting lots one and twelve in said South Park and South Clov- Records
Clo- Mexico.
City
of
said
is
to
Additions
The Women's Home Mission- Block Nine, also excepting lots
&
That, there will be due on such
in
ary Society will meet at the five, six, seven, eight, nine and vis, New Mexico, now on file
the Office of the Probate Clerk mortgage deed at the date of
Methodist church and hold its ten in Block Eight, also except- and
Recorder of Cur- sale the sum of Fif teen Hundred
devotional meeting, next Wed- ing lots one, two, three, ten, el- ry County, State of New Mexico, and Fifty 1550.00 Dollars, Innesday evening. Mrs. Clements, even and twelve in Block Thir- together with improvements terest, Attorney's lees and cost
Day Phone 14.
Night Phone 38.
thereon being and situated, and of this proceeding to the date of
leader.
teen, also excepting lot one in which
said mortgage deed was sala.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Childers Block Seven, also excepting lots given to secure the payment of
Dated this the 17th dav ' Vb- have moved to the Hooner resi- one, two, and eleven in Block a certain promissory note of ev- ruary. A. D. 1912.
Fourteen in said Addition; Also en date therewith for the sum
J. D. Hammett, Mort
dence, in East Clovis.
By R. E. Rc
all of South Clovis Addition to of Fifteen Hundred and Fifty
Mang'r. Woods is only show- said City of Clovis, New Mexico, Dollars $1550.50. Said sale to
Hi Alt'
ing the very best of featured except the following, all of Block be made however subject to an- - F.
Clovis, New
HAS CHANGED. Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.
pictures.
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
There was no school, Tuesday,
When You Want a Transfer Call us
on account of the blinding snowClovis, New Mexico storm.
Postoffice Box 544
Mrs. Gertrude Johnson entertained the ladies of the W. T.
K. Embroidery club, Wednesday,
Pure Food Bakery
at her home in East Clovis.
Keeps constantly on hand fresh
Hread, Pies, Cakes, etc. Also
Miss Jewell Bayles has acbest Chili served in city. First
Mr. and Mrs. Tripp moved cepted a position with. the Jourdoor south of Owl Drug Store.
from East Clovis over to 408 Mon- nal as reporter.
roe Ave., formerly the home of The Lyceum Theater is runDr. P. Worley
Mrs.Tripp's mother, Mrs. Pierce. ning the very best of moving pic114 N. Main Street
We receive Cream on tures, , passed by the National
Board of Censorship.
Res. Phone 271. Office Phone 148 Thursday of etch week.
Mrs. E. R. Castle. Secretary
A. J. Rodes & Co.
of New Mexico, C. W. B. M. in
Mrs. Joe Summers left the ear a guest of the ELano Hotel this
ofly part of the week for a visit to week.
her parents in California.
Mr. W. H. Hood of Manhatan,
For an evenings entertainment Kansas, is visiting his daughter.
and the best of Music go to the Mrs. W. H. Shumate of 420 MonLyceum.
roe Ave. Mr. Hood is delighted
with New Mexico.
Miss
Appleman,
of
Miss
sister
R.
Born
congenial
to Mr. and Ross Pixlev.
Appleman.
our
Ata
Tuesday,
returnPostmistress,
February 20th, a
Assistant
ed to Clovis this week from daughter.
An
for the man
Texico.
L. M. Cassidy is making exwhose thoughts turn back to
the farm. An object lesson
For stoves, see Miliiren-Buchan- tensive improvements on his
land near Portales. He will put
for the farmer looking for
Hdw. Co,
in about 40 acres in alfalfa. Mr.
farming.
hints on
W. H. Shannon, of Boulder,
Cassidy boasts of having the finIntensely interesting and
will
Colorado, proprietor of the Comwell
est
on his place of any in
entertaining lectures on a
mercial hotel is in the city this
variety of subjects. Movthe surrounding country. Such
week on business.
men as Mr. Cassidy have long
ing pictures and other views
Wanted Lot old lumber. If been needed in New Mexico
of many sections of the
to
any thacks or stables for sale ad- make the country blossom.
Southwest Exhibits of imF. 22.
vise this office.
proved machinery that lesThe neat little brick catholic
S,H. Brown, a real estate man church is nearing, completion.
sens labor, saves time and
of Woodward, Oklahoma, is in The building is modern in every
increases results.
the city, a guest at the Com- way. Much credit is given Mr.
Better go.
Tske your
mercial Hotel.
family and friends with you.
Cassidy, the architect, for his
on
Cream
receive
We
personal supervision in the conFree Lectures
week.
struction of the building. The
of
Thursday
each
Excellent Music
alter,
which will cost a Hundred
3.
Co.
A.
Rodss &
A liberal education along
or more, is a gift of Mr.
Dollars
Mr. Fred Triplet who has been
lines that will interest you
Mrs. L. M. Cassidy.
and
on
employed as a
XJRPORATED
and every member of your
city
in
this
Fe
returned
the
Santa
family irrespective of age or
to his home in Las Vegas the Onion Sets-See- d
Potatoes
W. L. Mansfield, Sales Manager
sex.
early part of this week.
Our
and
is
stock
Sweet
Irish
For further particulars
FOR RENT -- Modern 6 room in can fill your order promptly.
call on
Clovi
Office Over First National Ban!
Ask us about Swifts' Fertilizer.
house. Close in.
D. C. Knovles, Agent.
i 'has
Roswell Seed Co.
E. Dennis,
Clovis.
Roswell, N. M.
Rear 1st Nat. Bank.
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Let Us Sell You a
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PIANO

On Easy Monthly Payments

The Glovis

National

Clovis Furniture

Company

Bank

C

S. FITZHUGH, Manager

to-wi- t:-

G

V. STEED

Embalmer
Undertaker
Manager Clovis Cemetery

Ex-Offie- io

Davidson's Transfer Co.
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GET BUSY

Local Notes

And Get a Choice Location
Our purchase from the Liebelt Heirs included the
300 lots that they had reserved and had never
fered for sale. In this list are some of the most
desirable lots in that

Kansas City
Land Show

February 26 to
March 9
eye-open-

...BEAUTIEUL LIEBELT ADDITION...

er

an

We have a number of close in choice locaios.
Nothing
be reserved with us. First come, first
served. So if you ever expect to own any Clovis
property, it behooves you to get busy and get that
lot now. Prices as before. Terms to suit purchaser.

te

The Mansfield-Claiborn- e

book-keep-

er

Co.,

1

